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Finally, the tax without compensation cannot protect both parties' enti- 
tlements, but otherwise may protect or may violate the factory's and the 
laundry's entitlements. Obviously, relative to the tax with marginal compen- 
sation, entitlement protection is more difficult to accomplish. If the entitle- 
ment point is in the first or second region, whether the parties' entitlements 
are protected still depends on the level of the marginal tax and the parties' 
behavior. If the entitlement point is in the third region, the factory's entitle- 
ment is still violated, but now the laundry's entitlement may not be protected 
if the parties bargain destructively. 

It  will be useful to relate the conclusions of this paper to the debate over 
the Coasian model discussed in the introduction. Since this paper is limited 
to the analysis of "small number" externality problems, only that part of the 
debate is discussed. Two general conclusions emerge from the analysis un- 
dertaken here. 

First, the debate seems to have underemphasized the potential importance 
of the tax-subsidy approach for the "small number" case. Those who 
adopted the Coasian assumptions, as well as the critics who stressed "posi- 
tive transaction cost" problems, generally considered only the property right 
or liability rule approaches. Even granting the critics' contention that prob- 
lems of strategic behavior, limited private information, and multiple local 
opgma are widespread in the "small number" case, the government may 
have much better information about the externality problem than the parties 
themselves. When this is so, it has been shown that only the tax-subsidy 
approarh with (feasible) lump-sum compensation can simultaneously 
arhieve the efficient outcome and protect entitlements. 

Second, by stressing realistic reasons why the property right approach 
might fail to reach the efficient result, these same critics may easily be 
misinterpreted. Their criticisms, while valid, do not necessarily imply that 
tht: property right approach should be abandoned for some other approach. 
When the government also has limited information, it has been shown that 
no feasible alternative approach does systematically better in terms of 
efficiency. Moreover, to the extent that entitlement protection is important, 
the property right approach is clearly preferable. 

NUISANCE LAW: CORRECTIVE JUSTICE AND 
ITS UTILITARIAN CONSTRAINTS 

T H E R E  is in both judicial opinions and academic literature an undercur- 
rent of despair about the present state of the law of nuisance.' It is not 
uncommon for commentators to describe it as the least systematic area of the 
tort law or to note that all too often it serves as the dumping ground for many 
disparate wrongs that do not neatly fit into any recognized doctrinal niche.2 
However untidy the law of nuisance, there is no suggestion that it be dis- 
pensed with in its entirety. Nuisance is a very old branch of the tort law, 
dating back to the early assizes, and at  its core it protects the quiet possession 
and enjoyment of land.7 The important question is whether it is possible to 
reexamine and refine the law of nuisance in order, first, to reconcile it in 
some measure with the general principles of tort law anti, second, admittedly 
with some tugging and hauling, to make it internally coherent. 

To approach these general questions I adopt the following course of ac- 
tion. In the first part of the paper I will seek, while working up from the 
cases, to develop a substantive law of nuisance on the assumption that all 
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cases should be decided solely with reference to principles of corrective 
justice: rendering to each person whatever redress is required because of the 
violation of his rights by another. At the outset the argument will thus 
proceed as if there were no administrative or practical constraints upon the 
enforcement of a conceptually ideal law of nuisance. The central features of 
the system will be clear and hard-edged, and dominant patterns of argument 
will parallel those used in other areas of tort. The discussion develops the 
following topics: the nature of the plaintiff's interest; the nature of the de- 
fendant's invasion of that interest; the basis of prima facie liability; and the 
affirmative defenses available to the basic cause of action. 

The second half of the paper then examines (for want of a better term) the 
"utilitarian constraints" that interact with corrective justice principles to 
give nuisance law its distinctive flavor. The question now asked is to what 
extent should a whole range of costs-administrative costs, transaction 
costs, error costs-work their way into the fabric of the substantive rules. 
Whether in connection with the "live and let live" maxim or the locality rule, 
these costs demand compromises between principles of utility and principles 
of justice. They also provide clues as to how and when a system of private 
nuisance actions breaks down in the control of a large number of separate 
nuisance-like acts. 

A. TIzc Plaintiff's Riglzt 

The first step in the inquiry is the identification of the plaintiff's protected 
interest. Assume thatA brings an action for assault and battery against B. A 
is not entitled to recover-no matter how close the causal connection, no 
matter how deliberate the harm-if '4 has no proprietary claim to his own 
person. If the body of an individual is unowned, then what A wants to 
describe as an assault and battery is simply a sequence of physical events 
initiated by B, but indistinguishable legally from B's kicking a clod of un- 
claimed dirt. And if A's body belongs to another, to C ,  then-as with 
slavery-the action is maintained not by A ,  the person physically injured, 
but by C ,  his owner, who has sustained legal damages. Every personal 
injury action thus rests on an unspoken assumption that each person owns 
his own body.4 So, too, with external things. The destruction of a chattel, or 

The point has of course been recognized in the tort literature. See Mohr v.  Williams, 95 Minn. 
261,104N.W. 12 (1905), "evelyperson hararighttocompleteimmunityof hispersonfromphysicd 
interference of others, except insofar as contact may be necessaly under the general doctrine of 
privilege."ld., at 271, 104N.W. 16(1905). The same concern about individual integrity, even if 
misapplied, lies atthe root of the modern informed consentdoctrines, and, especially, in the active 
concern with experimentation on human subjects, much restricted as of late. 
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the laying waste of land has spatial-temporal dimensions barren of legal 
implications. They become tortious only when the chattel or land is owned 
by one person and its damage or destruction is attributable to another. 

The importance of making ownership rights explicit is illustrated by the 
recent case of Union Oil Company v. Oppen.s The plaintiffs were commer- 
cia1 fishermen who sued Union Oil for economic losses sustained when oil 
pollution from its wells in the Santa Barbara Channel killed the fish upon 
which the plaintiffs depended for their livelihood. The court held that the 
plaintiffs had a good cause of action, notwithstanding the general rule that 
no plaintiff could recover in negligence simple economic loss. I n  the course of 
its opinion the court sidestepped the particular rules for economic loss by 
applying what it conceived to be the standard analysis of negligence law. I t  
thus asked whether the defendant had exercised reasonable care in the man- 
ner in which it conducted its drilling operations, and whether the conse- 
quent, albeit economic, loss to the plaintiff was of the sort reasonably 
foreseeable to someone in the defendant's position. After it answered these 
questions for the plaintiff-as it surely should have-the court buttressed its 
somewhat novel conclusion by the recent economic "least-cost-avoider" 
analysis of the tort law associated with Professor Calabresi. Conceding real 
difficulties in determining the best cost avoider, the court found that Cala- 
bresi's guideline-that "the loss should be allocated to that party who can best 
correct any error in allocation, if such there be, by acquiring the activity to 
which the party has been made liable'-supported liability of the defendant's 
oil business, because it was too much to ask the plaintiffs to "buy out" the 
defendant.6 

Nowhere in its analysis, however, did the Court ask who owned the fish. 
If the fish were owned by the plaintiffs, the case would hardly be complex, 
either in terms of traditional negligence law or in terms of its modern eco- 
nomic reformulation. "You poisoned my fish," states ownership and causal 
connection, while the allegations of negligence (assuming they are required) 
have already been made. 

Alternatively, the fish might have been owned by no one, in which event 
the appropriate precedents are not drawn from tort theory but from cases 
concerned with the capture of wild animals, like Picrtnn v .  Post.'Such cases 
have held that a person in hot pursuit of an animal is not entitled to complain 
if someone else captures it first. Presumably he could not therefore complain 

"01 F.2d 558 (9th Cir. 1974). 
ltshould benoted that Calabresirlidnot contemp1atethe"buy outWof thcother's husinessin all 

oreven most cases. Instead his use of the "best br i t~r" test war designed only to identify that party 
bestablevevenin thefaceof high transaction costs, tofind market me;~nstominimizethecostsof the 
harmful interactions. See Guido Calabresi, The Costs of Accidents 150-52 (1970). 
' Pierson v .  I'ost. 3 Cai. R .  ( N . Y . )  175. 2 Am. Dec. 264 (180.5). 
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if his adversary, having achieved capture, mistreats the animal, neglects it, 
or simply kills it. And so it is with unowned fish in O p p e n .  The  plaintiffs who 
d o  not own the fish cannot complain if the Union Oil Company captures 
them. As they cannot complain of capture, they cannot complain of destruc- 
tion after capture. As they cannot complain of destruction after capture, they 
cannot complain of it  before capture. No theory of tortious liability can make 
up the plaintiffs' deficit attributable to their want of o w n e r ~ h i p . ~  

Lastly, assume that the fish are not owned by the plaintiffs but by some 
third party, X. X can of course maintain his cause of action for the property 
loss. The  question is, should these plaintiffs be allowed separate actions for 
their own economic loss as well? Such actions are difficult to accept if the 
plaintiff's own conduct is tortious against X, except on the theory that the 
plaintiff should be allowed to steal the fish before the defendant destroys 
them. They become more tenable on the assumption that the plaintiff has a 
license (whether or not exclusive) to catch the fish, even if the current law is 
in a most unsatisfactory state on the question of interference with relational 
 interest^.^ Whatever the rule, it seems preferable to resolve this matter with 
X in the courtroom, especially if X happens to be the government. In  any 
event the ownership question remains insistent, and it can be answered only 
with recourse to treaties, statutes, ordinances, custom, and grants.I0 No 
general theory of tort law, however powerful or profound, can tell us who 
owns what a t  the outset. The result in Union Oil v. Opper l  may in fact be 
correct. Yet its method of analysis, spurred on by a commendable distaste 
for pollution, is fatally flawed. 

Tort law then presupposes some prior, independent method for defining 
and recognizing property rights both in the person and in external objects. 
Ownership of self is easily settled. Each person owns his body as of natural 
right and need not perform any positive act in order to perfect his title in 
himself. It  is more difficult to obtain agreement about the correct rules that 
in principle govern the acquisition of land or chattels.' '  But for the purpose 

See, for my views on this subject. Richard A. Epstein, Intentional Harms. 4 J .  Legal Stud. 
391, 423-41 (1975) [hereinafter cited as Epstein. Intentional Harms] 

' I d .  at 423-41. 
"' For an example of the problem, see the Pennsylvania statute, The Fish Law of 1959. Act of 

December 15, 1959, P.L. 1779,asamended, Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 30,fielscq.(Purdon)(19i7). Section 
200 of the statute provides that: "No person shall put or place in any waters . . . any electricity, 
explosives or any poisonous substances whatsoever for the purpose of catrhing. injuring or 
killing fish. . . . "Section 202 of the statute provides for criminal fines. Section 310 notes that the 
intention of the statute is "to prescribe an exclusive system for the angling catching and taking 
of fish, and for their propagation, management and protection. . . ." In Commonwralth v. 
Agway, Inc., 210 Pa. Super. ct. 150, 232 A.2d 69 (1967) the court held that the state "is not the 
owner of the fish as it is of its land or buildings so as to support a civil action for damages 
resulting from the destruction of those fish which have not been reduced to possession." 

I '  For a recent philosophical discussion on the point, see Lawrence C. Rerker. Property 
Rights: Philosophic Foundations (1977). 
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of tort law it is sufficient that the system has, in fact, settled upon the 
criterion of first possession-i.e., possession is prima facie evidence of title in 
fee simple-coupled with rules that govern the transfer and alienation of the 
property interests so created. Once acquired, the ownership of things is 
subject to the same entitlements and limitations as  the ownership of the 
person. With land, for example, boundary lines have the same hard-edged 
quality as  foul lines in baseball, while the ad coelum rule defines (within 
limits) the interest in the subsoil below and the airspace above.I2 Within 
these boundaries the owner has exclusive possession and control. The loca- 
tion of ownership rights within any society may be subject to intense political 
disputes. But such disputes are of no moment here as they determine only 
who may sue, not the grounds on which suit may be brought. 

The next step in the delineation of the tort of nuis;~nce under corrective 
justice principles is to specify the type of conduct by the defendant which 
amounts to an actionable interference with the plaintiff's interest. The task 
is complicated to some degree because the independent tort of trespass cov- 
ers much legal ground, extending to all cases of entry upon the plaintiff's land 
(or the touching of the plaintiff's person, etc.) and even to cases where the 
defendant casts rocks or similar objects onto 
are invasions of the plaintiff's property that 
still interfere in the use and enjoyment of 
clear that the forms of nontrespassory invasions are protean: fumes, noises, 
smells, smoke, gases, heat, vibrations, and kindrecLaALkks. The term 
"invasion" is not used as a disguised synonym for the legal conclusion that 
the defendant's activities are of the sort to which tortious liability should 
attach, where liability is at bottom imposed for other, pos ib ly  economic, 
reasons. Instead, the term "invasion" is (1 tiosc-ripliorr of t r  ~rcllri  rtr 1 sltr/e2 of 
affairs ulhirlr i ~ r  ilsc'!f sc.17~c,s trs tz . j r r s l i f i c - a l i o r ~ ~ o r  i r~ rpos i j rg  Icpul  rcsporrsihil-  

i ty.  That  description in turn involves two separate tasks. It  is first necrssary 
to identify the a r l  of the defendant to which liability attaches. The act 
requirement here ser\.es the same function as it does in other tort contests. It  

l 2  The full maximis,r-rtirtc ~~strolrttn uirts ,.st rt tr~rtr.r~dr-orltt~~~ cl rrsqrrc od in/i~vo.i, which rou~hly 
translated means, whosoever owns thc soil owns up to the heavens and down to the. depths. For 
extensive materials on the application of the m'axin~ see Charles Donahue. Thomas E. Kauper, & 
Peter Martin, Cases and Materials on Property 298-325, 359-91 (1974). 

I '  See Restatement (Svcond) of Torts, 5 1SR XI Comment i (1965); Prosser. Torts 69. 

l 4  See,e g . ,  Morgan v. High Penn Oil Co.. 238 N.C. 185. 7 7  S.K.2d 682 (1953); "The feature 
which gives unity to this lield of tort liability is the interest invaded, namely, the interest in the use 
and enjoyment of land. . . any substantial nontrespassory invasion of another's interest in the 
private useandenjoymentof land b.vanytvpeofliability forminpcondurtisaprivate nuisanre . . ." 
I d .  at 193; i 7  S.K.2d a t  689. 
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insures that liability is imposed upon the defendant for what he has done and 
not for what others might want him to do. I t  insures legal recognition of 
personal freedom and autonomy upon which respect for the individual must 
ultimately rest.I5 Second, it is necessary to show that these acts cause harm 
to the person or property of the plaintiff in ways generally recognized and 
accepted in typical accident cases. The  literal application of the invasion is of 
especial importance because it denies nuisance status to many common ac- 
tivities that diminish the value of neighboring land. 

1 .  The .Act Requirement 

The plaintiff's cause of action in nuisance requires, a t  a minimum, a 
demonstration that the defendant has created the nuisance in question. One 
central implication of the act requirement is that the defendant cannot be 
held responsible for nuisances that are solely attributable to the land in its 
natural condition. Thus a defendant is not responsible for the odors which 
originate in a swamp upon his land,I6 or for rockfalls which follow natural 
erosion brought about by wind and rain,'' or for bugs that infest the defen- 
dant's trees.I8 There are, of course, borderline cases. In  Giles v .  Walker the 
defendant cleared his fields, and the thistles that grew there invaded the land 
of his neighbor.I9 The court denied the cause of action without discussion, 
even though the defendant's act did facilitate the spread of thistles on the 
plaintiff's land. In other cases physical damage follows the abandonment or 
dilapidation of certain structures, for which relief is usually given, even 
though it is difficult to connect the plaintiff's harm with any act of the 
defendant, except perhaps that of original c o n s t r u ~ t i o n . ~ ~  

The plainest deviation from the act requirement is found in cases involv- 
ing naturally planted trees whose limbs break and fall, injuring a passerby. 
Modern cases-largely for utilitarian r e a s o n s t e n d  to impose affirmative 
duties of inspection and maintenance upon owners of urban, but not rural, 
trees. This distinction is troublesome, because the act requirement requires 

l 5  I have sought to defend the principle of personal autonomy at greater length in Richard A. 
Epstein,ATheoryof Strict Liability, 2 J. k g d  Stud. 1.51 (1973)[hereinaftercitedas Epstein, Strict 
Liability]. 

16 Roberts v.  Harrison, 101 Ga. 773, 28 S.E.  995 (1897). 
' 7  Pontardawe Rural Council v. Moore-Gwyn [I9291 1 Ch. 656. 
'"Merriam v. McConnell, 31 Ill. App. 2d 231, 175 N.E.2d 293 (1961). 

l 9  Giles v. Walker, 24 Q.B.D. 656 (1890). 
lo  See, e.g., Puritan Holding Co. v.  Holloschitz, 82 Misc. 2d 905, 372 N.Y.S.2d 500 (1975). 

Indeed remedies against delapidation were available under the Roman Law. For so-called 
damnurn inferturn, without regard to the rigorous application of the act requirement, see William 
W. Buckland, A Textbook of Roman Law 72 7-28 (3d ed. 1963). 
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all trees naturally on the land to be treated alike.2' But one further refine- 
ment, long a part of standard tort theory, buttresses the modern urban-rural 
distinction. Where A has taken over or assumed a condition that has been 
made by B, it is possible to use the doctrines of adoption and ratification to 
attribute B's actions to .4.  The relevant doctrine is illustrated in another 
context by Sedleigh-Denfield v .  O ' C a l l a ~ a n . ~ ~  The defendant was held re- 
sponsible for flooding caused when a culvert was improperly blocked by a 
tremasser. when his own caretaker cleared and maintained the culvert for 
several years after the trespasser's original actions. The adoption theory of 
Sedleigh-DenJield should work with natural events as well as  with third- 
party conduct. Such adoption is not meant to be pure fiction that allows 
courts to pay lip service to the act requirement even as they circumvent it. 
Properly understood, it requires not only that the defendant benefited from 
the tree but also that he undertook its care and maintenance, as  by having 
trimmed and watered it on a regular basis. This is more likely to occur in an 
urban area with its intensive land use, particularly with trees that border on 
streets or other populated areas. The distinction may therefore perhaps be 
defended, if only in approximate terms, on corrective justice grounds instead 
of upon the explicit utilitarian foundations upon which it usually rests. 

Thus the usual difficulties with the act requirement also emerge in nui- 
sance cases. There is, however, no need to dwell further on the matter, for 
most of the typical nuisance situations clearly satisfy the act requirement: 
manufacturing, mining, drilling, and other industrial activities involve not 
only single actions, but complicated and extensive networks of acts. We 
therefore turn to the second issue: whether it is possible to generate a causal 
theory that permits a unique assignment to the defendant of the harmful 
consequences of these activities in a manner conforming with the general 

I '  See, e g.. Prosser. Torts 355-50, for a representative statement of the urban-rural distinc- 
tion, coupled with his rrcommrndation "that the ordinary rules of negligence should apply to 
natural conditions, and that it htcomes a question of the nature of the localit!.. the seriousness of 
the danger, and the rase uith which it may be prevented." For an English caw that expre.\ses 
much doubt on the point. but which in the end holds that there is no evidence of negligence 
when the defendant does not routinely lop the crown of a large elm tree with root disease that 
might well have esraprd expert drtection, see Caminer v. Northern & London Investment 
Trust Ltd. 11951 1 A.C 88; especially the opinion of Lord Radcliffe: "(It is said] that there is 
somehow a difference between legal rq~onsibilit ies of the owner of a mature forest tree, in a 
built-up area, immediately adjacent to a busy street, and the responsibilities of the owner of a 
stand of timber bordering a country land. But is the difference only this, that the latter is 
entitled to take more chances at the expense of his neighbours than the former? 1 am not certain 
of the logic, for a tree or its branch only falls once; and it must be a poor consolation to an 
injured passer-by in the country lane to be assured that the chances were all against his beinp at 
the place of the accideut the moment when it occurred " Id at I I1 This passage points up the 
weaknesses of the traditional negligence tests of the sort rspoused by Prosscr. Yet by not 
confronting the problem of the act requirement head on. I a rd  Radcliffr cannot deal with the 
difficulties that confront application of a theory of strict liability in this contexl. 
" Sedleigh-Denfield \. O'Callaghan, 119401 A.C. 880. 
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dictates of tort theory. Today there is much skepticism about the power of 
causal arguments and much confusion about their relationship to the as- 
signment of rights in the original position. It is necessary, therefore, to treat 
these issues in some detail. 

2 .  Causation and Renzoteness of Damages 

a .  Basic paradigms. Most ordinary accident cases involve one of two 
causal  paradigm^.^' The first is the direct and immediate application of force 
against the person and property. The second involves the creation of 
dangerous conditions, which upon a small application of external force re- 
leases energy that (by a direct application of force) causes injury to person or 
property. The classic instance of the first type of causation is the shooting or 
striking of another individual. The second paradigm is more complex, given 
the many substitutes for the direct application of force that preserves the 
essentially physical character of causal connections. Thus, dangerous condi- 
tions can involve stored energy released by some small external force, as in 
Bird v .  H o l b r o ~ k , ~ ~  where a spring gun is tripped by the action of the 
plaintiff or a third party. Or it may, as in Rylands v. involve 
placement of water in a reservoir whose bottom is too weak to hold its 
weight. 

Combined, these two basic paradigms bear an obvious application to 
nuisance cases. In some circumstances it may well be that individual parti- 
cles cross the boundary line between parties solely in consequence of the 
force imposed upon them by the defendant's activities. I t  is as though these 
particles were shot from a gun and struck the plaintiff, and this no matter 
what the defendant's primary purpose. In other cases, however, the path of 
individual particles may be more complex, as when they are buffeted by 
natural forces-wind, rain, gravity-before coming to rest on the plaintiff's 
property. In still other cases, as  in thermal or noise pollution, the original 
particles may not cross the bounday  at  all, while their energy is transmitted 
through (repeated) contact to other particles which in their excited states are 
bumped across the line.2h These intermediate forces, however, do not, under 

" For a more comprehensive development of these arguments, see Epstein, Strict Liability, 
supnz note 15, a t  166-71, 177-89. 

l4 4 Bing. 628, 130 Eng. Rep. 911 (1828). 
2 5  3 H.L. 330 (1868). 
2 h  It should go almost without saying that nothing in the reliance upon a ~ , h y s i r a l - i n v ; ~ . c i ~ ~  test 

should be construed to either allow o r  require the much discredited distinction between damage 
caused by rocks thrown upon the plaintiff's premises by defendant's blasting m d  damages by 
concussion. That  distinction was defended in the early New York case, Booth v. Rome, W. & 
O.T.R.R.  Co.. 1-10 N . Y .  267. 35 N.E.  592 ( IR93). but repudiated in Spano v. K'erini Cllrp., 25 
N.V.  2d 11. 250 N . E .  2d 31, 302 N.Y.S. 2d 527 (1969). T o  the extent that this distinction is 
preservedin thelaw ofeminentdomain, see,? g , Battenv. United States. 306 F.2dSRO(lOth Cir. . 
1962). it reflecb ill on that body of law. 
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the dangerous-conditions paradigm, sever causal connection. Even a s  each 
extends the causal chain, it has in turn been set in motion by forces for which 
the defendant is admittedly responsible. And if each individual particle, 
each individual event, is attributable to the defendant's activities, then so 
too is their aggregate impact which results in tangible and visible damages. 
The large number of separate invasions places nuisance actions in the same 
category as the cumulative trauma actions for asbestosis and silicosis T h e  
distinct causal problems raised by all these cumulative causes are overcome 
within a corrective justice framework by the straightforward process of 
summation. 

Causal arguments show that only physical invasion of protected interests / 
gives rise to a prima facie case of liability. One implication of the position is 
the sharp distinction between those diminutions in land value that are at- 
tributable to physical invasions and those that are attributable to other 
activities of the defendant that fall short of such invasion-or to make the 
argument complete-threats of such invasions 2 7  The former activities give 
rise to a cause of action, after which diminution in value becomes relevant 

hL4 
on the question of damages. The  latter activities simply generate shifts in /' 

relative land values without any legal consequences whatsoever. The dis- 
tinction here is of broad application in a number of troubled areas. Yet 
before these can be considered it is necessary to examine the recurrent skep- 
ticism about the power of traditional causal arguments to resolve nuisance 
or, indeed, any tort cases. 

b. Causal nihili~nt.  The strategy of the physical-invasion test is to iden- 
tify one element in a complex situation which can be described as  the sole 
cause of the plaintiff's harm. As stated the argument does not take into 
account the problems of joint causation. At one level these problems are  
quite ordinary. I t  is surely possible to speak of :I and H as the joint causes of 
C's harm if both wield the stick that strikes the blow; and it is quite proper to 
speak of D and E as the cause of F's harm if both poison F's By the 
same token joint causation arguments work where the conduct of plaintiff 

2' T h e  invasion test alone dors  not rap tur r  the situation where a bomb is. for cuample, stored 
in the land of one individual. Here thrre is no question but that thc storage of the bomb is in 
itself not tortinus, just the kcrping of a wild animal in a cage is rlnt in itsrlf tnrlious. T h e  
problem is whether thr neighbor must \vail until injury for rrlief. or \vhctl~er hr  is entitlcd to 
some remedy in advance of hazard. I'iewed in this way the problem is not murh  different f rom 
that involved with the question whether habitual drunks should be krp t  off the public highu-a). 
The question of whether anticipatory relief should be given is onc of the most difficult queslions 
in the law precisely because it gIX5, not to the definition of the right, but to the choice of remedy 
for well-defined violntion5. For a discussion of the point, see Part I1 a t  96-98 illfro; and see also, 
Richard A. Epstcin. I)cfrnccs and Suhrcrlucnt I'lcac in a Systcm of Strict I iahil i ty.  .3 J .  Legal 
Stud. 165. 109-201 (I7i-11 
" Duke of Buccleucl~ 1. Cowan. 5 Marpherson 21-1 (Scot.. C t .  of Scs>ion C a w s .  3rd ser. 1866) 

(each of two polluters of a common river held jointly and severally liable). See also, Lamhton v. 
Mellish 118941 3 Ch 163 (each of two organ grinders held for the noise created by Imthl. 
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and defendant, and not codefendants, is in issue. The noisome discharges 
that poisoned F's well, for example, could have been made by D and F ,  not 
D and E. 

The real question is whether arguments about joint causation can be 
extended beyond this traditional narrow mold to all cases of conflicts over 
land uses between neighbors. Professor Coase, in his classic paper on the 
subject," argued in essence that they can. The central tenet of his causal 
nihilism is that causal arguments always point to the joint and coordinate 
responsibilities between the two parties to a nuisance suit. No matter what 
the particular facts in any given case, the conduct of both is in his view 
causally relevant because the unwanted interaction could have been avoided 
or prevented if eitlter party to the conflict had altered his conduct. The 
argument, as stated, thus extends notions of joint causation far beyond their 
traditional contours. No longer are causal arguments associated with physi- 
cal invasions of protected interests. Instead they are linked to any course of 
conduct that, wholly apart from any question of entitlements, the parties 
may undertake. 

The weakness of the position is its failure to recognize that for legal 
can be resolved only after there is an 

tion of rights. The importance of rights 
- 

s made very clear by Bryant v. Lefmer, 
one of the cases to which Coase devotes much attention in his analysis of 
causal reciprocity in nuisance law."' The plaintiff and the defendant were 
neighbors. For years the plaintiff used his fireplace in the ordinary way, 
without any damage or inconvenience to himself or any other person. 
Shortly before the action was commenced, the defendant tore down his old 
building and erected a taller structure, which he then topped with stacks of 
timber. Upon defendant's completion of his higher wall, the plaintiff's chim- 
ney smoked whenever he used the fireplace. On these facts the jury found 
that the defendant's conduct had caused the plaintiff a material inconve- 
nience in the use and enjoyment of his own land, and awarded damages. The 
decision was reversed by the Court of Appeal, on the ground that nothing in 
the evidence supported the finding of a nuisance. In his opinion, Lord 
Bramwell addressed the contention that the defendant caused the plaintiff's 
harm: 

. . . it is said, and the jury have found, that the defendants have clone that which 
caused a nuisance to the plaintiff's house. We think there is no evidence of this. No 
doubt there is a nuisance, but it is not of the defendant's causing. They have done 
nothing in causing the nuisance. Their house and their timber are harmless enough. 

l9 R. H. Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, 3 J. Law & Econ. 1 (1960). 
'O Bryant v. Lefever, 4 C.P.D. 1 7 2  (1878-79), discussed in Coase, sirprn note 29. at 11-14 

It is the plaintiff who causes the nuisance by lighting a coal tire in a place the chimney 
of which is placed so near the defendant's wall, that the smoke does n o t  escape, but 
comes into the house. Let the plaintiff cease 
chimney, let him carry it higher, and there woul 

: it? It would be very clear that the plaintiff did. 
after the defendantr hat1 put up the timher on th 

I he did so before the timber was there. But (which 
: defendants cause the nuisance, they have a right to 

right to the passage of air, except subject to the defendant$' right to build or put 
timber on their house, then his right is subject to their right, and though a nuisance 

, follows from the exercisr of their right, they are not liable. 

, &4nd Cotton, L.J., said:- 

Here it is found that the erection of the defendant$' wall has setlrihly and mate- 
rially interfered with the comfort of human existence in the plaintiffs house, and it is 
said this is a nuisance for which the defendants are liahle. Ordinarily this is so. hut 
the defendants have done so, not by sending on to the plaintiff's property any smoke 
or noxious vapour, but by interrupting the egress of smoke from the plaintiff's house 
in a way to which . . . the plaintiff has no  legal right. The plaintiff c r e a t e  the sn~oke ,  
which interferes with his comfort. Unles+ he has . . . n richt to cet rid of t h k  in a 
particular way which has been interfered with by the defendants, he cannot sue the 
defendants, becaure th r  smoke made by himself, for which he has not provided any 
effectual means of rsrapr,  cauces him annoyance. It is as if a man tried to get rid of 
liquid filth arihine on his own Ixnd I)y ;+ drain into his nriahl)our's land. {Jntil a right 

v user, the n e i ~ h b o u r  might 5top the drain without incurring 

liability by so doing. N o  doubt great inconvenience would be caused to the owner of 
the property on which the liquid filth arises. But the act of his neighbour would be a 
lawful act, and he would not be liable for the consequences attributal)le to the fact 
that the man had accumulated filth without providing any cffertual means of wtt ing 
rid of it." 

I t  is difficult to imagine passages which more explicitly emphasize the dual 
importance of invasions and rights to the law of nuisance. N o  a r t  of the 
defendant physically invaded the defendant's premises. True ,  the tlefen- 
dant's wall prevented the escape of the smoke by blocking the natural flow of 
air. But the fart of obstruction is of no legal consequence until the riglrt to 
unobstructed egress over the land of another is first established. T h e  point 
about rights, moreover, was not an open one. Prior cases, in a correct 
application of the ad coelum doctrine, had already established that there was 
no natural right to air flow and that such could not be acquired through 

" As cited in Coase, l r p r a  note 29, at 12. The point applies with equal force tosiniple trcspaqs 
cases. See,r.g. ,  Harold Demsetz. When Does the Ruleof Liability Matter?. I J .  Legal Stud. 13. I4 
(1972), where Professor Lkmsetz argurs i t  is possible to say either that thr corn got in the way of the 
sheep or that the sheep trampled the corn. Yet of these two causd descriptions only thc second is 
admissibleonce theownershipoftheland on which thecorn grew is recoaniaed to 1x the plaintiffs 



prescription simply because a neighbor did not build up his land. Coase 
rightly notes that these unique causal arguments are possible if the wall is 
treated as ". . . the given factor. This is what the judges did by deciding that 
the man who erected the higher wall has a legal right to do ~ 0 . " ' ~  The clear 
distribution of rights is precisely what makes it possible to make a unique 
determination of what conduct is causally relevant and what is not. 

3 .  The Physiral-Invasion Test Applied 

BryanL v .  Lcfever serves as a useful prelude for a more detailed examina- 
tion of particular nuisance situations. The obvious cases of noises, smells, 
gases, and the like need not detain us. They are universally held to be 
actionable as nuisances, consistent with the general position taken here. 
There are, however, a number of recurrent situations in which results are 
more problematic in that there is an evident tension between the asserted 
nuisance and the physical-invasion test. These cases include situations in- 
volving the blocking of views, the blocking of light and air, cemeteries and 
funeral homes, and aesthetic nuisances. In all these cases, there is no prima 
facie case of nuisance under a corrective justice theory." 

a. Views. Consider first the possibility of allowing actions for the block- 
ing of a view. In the usual situation A already has his house in place, and 
from it has a marvelous view over, if not of, 8 ' s  land. To the extent that A 
has a property right in that view, he can, under a nuisance-type theory, 
enjoin construction of that land be it by B or by anyone else (as property 
rights are good against the entire world) which interferes with his view. He 
may in addition claim damages for past harm resulting from construction 
completed without his consent.14 

The problem now is: how do we identify and account for the original 
rights of B against A ?  The analysis assumed that A's house was already in 
place, and that it was therefore his view and not B's that mattered. Yet what 
gives A the right as against B to construct his house in the first instance? The 
theory of rights that generates A's claim against B allows R to insist as of 

3 2  Coase. supra note 29, at 13. 
" Nor. it might be added. is it an unlawful threat to do any of those things which might 

lawfully be done. The warning that a landowner might build upon his own land should not 
even raise the possibility of injunctive relief. given that this completed act may be done without 
adverse legal consequences 

34 The use of such covenants itself speaks to the question of the original distribution of rights. 
Special consensual covenants are only needed where one party wishes to acquire some rights over 
the land of another that are not his as a matter of original right. It therefore follows that the use of 
restrictive buildingcovenants, forexample, presupposes that an unobs~ructed view isnot D- 

including the traditional n u i s a n F e o n s .  It hardly seems plausible 
IB not to build as of original right, he would pay him not toso build. 
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right that A's house obstructs his view (as opposed to being merely part of it) 
from the unoccupied hillside. Alternatively, B may claim that A's original 
construction of his own house, despite its noninvasive character, is illegal 
conduct solely because it cuts off B's rights of construction that otherwise 
would have been left unimpaired if A had left his land in its original condi- 
tion. The search for iuitinl entitlements-once the primacy of the ad coelum 
rule and the invasion requirement are dismissed-might well require that all 
land remain in its natural state. Such a conclusion clearly follows from this 
broad account of invasion if a landowner cannot, as is the case under strict 
liability principles, justify his conduct by an appeal to self-interest or public 
welfare. And the question will always be an open one under a negligence 
system where the "reasonableness" justifications will normally require case- 
by-case adjudication of the costs and benefits of this structure to the owner 
and his neighbors. A's claim to an unobstructed view is attractive only 
because it is considered in vacuo. Yet the uniform protection of all views 
commits us to a set of entitlements that makes it 
the land from which he might choose to look. Ei 
can build; but no one can insist that he alone ca 
clear. 

b. Light. The  light cases illustrate the same general 
shining of lights onto the plaintiff's land, the prima facie case is made out on 
corrective justice grounds, but is subject in many cases to defenses, based 
either upon the minimal level of the interference or upon the especially 
sensitive condition of the plaintiffs land." With the blocking of light, how- 
ever, there can be no actionability under the invasion test. The sound hostil- 
ity to the recognition of the easement of "ancient lights" is well illustrated by 
Fountairwbleau Ilotf.1 Corp. v.  Forty-Fivc-Txlc~~rty-Fi~lf , ,  I ~ z c . . ' ~  In that 
case, the plaintiff, owner of the then fashionable Eden Roc Hotel, sought to 
enjoin the defendants from constructing a n  eight-story addition to their main 
hotel building, located 20 feet from the property line. The injunction was 
sought on the grounds that the proposed increase in height would cast a giant 
shadow over the plaintiff's land during much of the afternoon, thereby 
ruining its appeal for swimming and sunbathing. The judge who heard the 
case at  the trial level granted the injunction, not on the strength of any 
zoning ordinance or prescriptive right, but solely because he believed the 
defendant's conduct constituted an actionable nuisance under the maxim, sic. 

l5 See pp. 90-94 infra. 

' 6  114 So.2d 3 5 i  (19.59). The case which w s  once regarded as a kind of curiosity Iiab asaumed 
an increased importance with the recent growth of interest in solar energy, wliich h a  encour- 
aged some commentators to abandon the traditional rule. See, r .R . .  Comment. Obstruction of 
Sunlight as a Private Nuisance, 65 Calif. L. Rev 94 ( 1 9 i i ) .  For further discussion, see p 9 i  
infra. 
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utere tuo ut alienum non lcedas. AS with other assorted noninvasive nui- 
sances, the defendant's use of his land diminished the value of the plaintiffs 
land. Thus far  the causal arguments, based upon temporal priority, have a 
surface attraction." Yet on appeal the decision below was reversed, and 
rightly so, on the ground that the proper application of the sic utero maxim 

the plaintiffsright that is the subject of the 
is not recognized, for, as in the view case, 

ther prevent the development of all land or 
s under which it might take place. The ad 
equirement unambiguously deny recovery in 

/ ( 1  y\ the absence of special covenant. The plaintiff has not made out a prima facie 
case, so there is no need to consider ticklish questions of damage or possible 
justifications for the harms so inflicted. All blocking-of-light cases are treated 
in a uniform manner. 

The conclusions here stand in sharp contrast to those required by other 
interpretations of nuisance doctrine. In his reformulation of nuisance theory, 
Professor Ellickson urges, for example, that no primacy be given to physical 
invasions which, as an evidentiary matter, should at best only mark off the 
most common forms of nuisance. In place of the physical test, he argues for a 
system which has as its initial presumption the rule that "a change in land 
use should result in liability of the host landowner only if the change is 
perceived as unneighborly according to contemporary community stan- 
d a r d ~ . " ' ~  He then recognizes several defenses to the prima facie case, includ- 
ing those of plaintiffs hypersensitivity and plaintiffs failure to mitigate 
damages. This framework makes it impossible in Fountainebleau to dismiss 

'' Recall that these are in essence the same arguments that  were used by the disappointed 
plaintiff in Bryant v. Lefever, 4 C.P.D. 172 (1878-79). They are also used ineffect by defendants, 
not plaintiffs, in the coming to the nuisance context. See pp.  72-73 & 98 infra. 

' 8  "This Icasel is indeed a novel application of the maxim sir  ulcre tun ur a l i ~ n u m  non l a ~ d a s .  
T h e  maxim does not mean that one must never use his own property in such a way as to  d o  any 
injury to his neighbor. . . . I t  means only that one must use his property so .as not to injure the 
lawful rights of another." Fontainebleau Hotel Corp.  v. Forty-Five Twenty-Five, Inc. 114 So.2d 
35. 3 j9 .  T h e  opinion draws the distinction alluded to above between diminutions in value 
attributable to invasions of the plaintiff's property, and diminutions in value that  result in no 
liability precisely because no invasion has taken place. Any system that attaches importance to 
liberty of action must respect this last distinction, even if i t  rejects the hard-edged invasion test. 

Jq Ellickson,supra note 1, a t  731-32. I t i s  possible toobject to  Ellickson's proposedalternativeon 
&the purely economic ground that its administrative complexities, themselves a matter of great 

concern to  him, serve to neutralize the assertedly favorable resource consequences of the proposed 
rule. Yetthislineofattackonly points uponeof thecentral weaknessesof theunboundedeconomic 

J m o a c h .  With admit handling of the relative weights of costs of h a r m m p r e v e n m m .  and 
cos$ ofadministration, it is possible to justify virtually anypossibleliability rule. As thesecond half 
of this paperindicates, nosystemofliability that  purports to respond tothedominantsentimentsof 
the cases can escape all of the uncertainty that theseissues raise. The  great comparative advantage 
of the corrective justice perspective is tha t  by giving a n o v i c  interpretation to  much of the 
law, i t  provides a d i d  doctrinal foundation that  prevents the complexities of the economic 
analysis from o v e r w h e ~ e ~ r e  system of the tort law 
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the plaintiffs case, without regard to surrounding circumstances, simply 
because there was no physical invasion. The initial question is instead the 
"neighborliness of the activity." That  test is elusive in application, whether 
or not the caveat about "contemporary community standards" is given its 
due. The first question is whether hotels should be treated as part of a larger 
land use market, or,  in view of their special use patterns, whether they 
should receive special treatment. If they receive such special treatment, is it 
relevant to ask about the size of other hotel grounds, the height of other 
hotels in the region, or about the general patterns of land deployment? And 
what should be done if the defendant is not a hotel, but a luxury con- 
dominium? Hard cases are everywhere: think only about the four-story 
apartment house next to the split-level home. The root of the matter is that 
the test of neighborliness, as broadly applied "to a change in land use," 
demands that we take into account a welter of factors which courts cannot 
isolate, weigh, or generalize. 

The administrative diftict~lties are not the only objection to Ellickson's 
test. On a philosophical level, there is much about his test which ur~dercuts 
one of the essential functions of private property, that of specifyinn for each 
person a domain of action in which he is not accountabk to m h i m s  or 
demands of any other grourof  i n d i V u  Private property is an external 
manifestation of the principle of personal autonomy. The neighborliness 
test, if applied in unrcstrictod fashion to cases beyond light, could raise the 
problem of tyranny by the majority, for it is difficult to determine which 
idiosyncratic forms of behavior are neighborly and which not.4' There is too 
much sensible content to neighborliness anti reasonableness in thc cases for 

Considerinthisc~~nnerti ,~n tllr a( t ountuf the rightsofproprrly given hy Blackstcmr: "tllat sole 
anddespotic dominion w1111.h one n u n  t laimsandexerrisesover theexternal thingsol the rrorld, in 
total exclusion of the right of any o thr r  individu:d in the universe." 2 N'illiani Blackstone. 
Commentaries on the Lnrr c of England 2 (15th ed.  1904). Indeed. L\ the B l a c k h t ~ ~ n r  delinition 
points out,  the e s r n c e  of lilerty i >  ' ' rl control over some limited domain: where the 
boundaries of t h a t d ~ n l a i n  ;Ire not r l c t ~ . a r i c l n  test, s o n l c ~ u d  l ~ ( ~ o f b r r i l .  It 
will not suffice to s a \  that f recdon~rnda  where the incmvenienre toothers brgina h e r ; ~ u a r ~ (  m w n s  
that whenever other5 lind i t  lit to ~ ~ r o l c s t  lhc dcfend;~nt has already lost on his ind~vidual  lil~ort?. 
argument and must resort to some type of collrrlive justification of his own artivities. 

4 1  The  problem twron~cs quite acute when the questivn is whether it is possil~lc 111 cr~ioin ccrtain 
persons f m m  living in rertain neighborhoods because of their race, rreed. o r  rotor. Undcr the 
classical noninvasion throrics the answer is un;~mhiguous in thal one person living next door to 
another is not a n  invasion, no matter what the impact upon market values. It might of roursr be 
possible to argue thal  the threat of some (inr;cjive) wrongdoing by a given person is sufficient to 
enjoin him from living in a ccrtain location, but it is unlikely to the extreme that this caw ran  
systematically be made out, at least under any standards that are capable of universal application. 
Given his disrnchantmt.nt with the i n v a h n  theory, it is not surprising that Ell irkwn has great 
difficulty with the racial exrlusion rases thal are pressed forward on private nuisanrc thec~rica. See 
Ellickson, srrprn note 1,  a t  750-51. Ellicksi~n's neighborliness test hegins as  a n  inquiry into 
sentiments as they exist. Yet in time 
judicial and  societal notionc of 
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any complete theory to dismiss them in their entirety. But their proper 

corrective justice rule. 

jected to pressure by cases applying the common law of nuisance to funeral 
homes and cemeteries. The source of the difficulty is not with the doctrine 
that the mere construction or operation of one of these establishments is not a 
nuisance in and of itself. Nor is it with the rule that says they may become 
nuisances to the extent that they, like other businesses, pollute underground 
waters or emit noxious odors. Rather the source of challenge lies in the clear 
majority of American cases categorizing funeral homes and cemeteries as 
nuisances simply because they are inconsistent with the character of the 
neighborhood-usually residential-in which they are located, no matter 
how they conduct their affairs.43 The "depressing effect of a funeral estab- 
ishment upon the sensibilities of a normal person" is deemed sufficient in 

itself to brand as nuisances funeral homes and cemeteries that reduce the 
value of homes in their immediate vicinity. 

There is no defensible correctiv 'ustice method for allowing the relief 
imply because of the intangibl valu involved.44 Indeed, if the cause of .Q$ action is allowed there is the real question of whether it can be limited to 

cases involving the dead. I s  it possible, for example, to use common law /' 
J 2  See pp. 82-90 infro. 

4 '  Foracollertion of cases, see 75 A.L.R.2d 591 (1961); 50 A.I..R.Zd I.Z24(1956); 39 A.L.R.2d 
1000 (1955). 
"' Tbis majority position is so tenacious that it is profitable to ask whether there is any way to 

defend the result without abandoning the corrective justice approach to  tort law. O n e  possible 
approach, which takes its cue from the language of depressing effects, is to  arpue that what is 
involved here is the inflictionof emotional distress. Yet actions for emotional distress arc. typically 
allowed only in two circumstances, both shamlv distinguishable The  first class of c s e s  involves . . 
thethreatofforcethat frightensthe plaintiff. Thetypicalcaseisthat ofthespeedingtrain that nearly 
strikes the plaintiff or someone in his vicinity. See, e g . Victoria Railways Commisaioners v. 
('~,ult;r~. 1.9 App. Cas. 2 2 2  (1888). The  very centrality of forcr makes those case.; inapprt~priate 
hrre. The second line of cases involves practical jokes and the like. t l r re  too thr  prounds of 
dktinction are obvious. T h e  plaintiff who lives near a cemetery cannol show his own anguish. 
or  mortification, much less the evil intentions of the defendant that border on malice. 

Indeed with the practical joke c a e s ,  it may be asked why [hey are actionable at all given that 
tlwy involve neither force nor the threat thereof. As a matter of tort theory, they ~ h o d d  indeed 
be sharply distinguished from the emotional distress caws which do  tit into the standard 
in\.asion model. Indeed the best way to approach these cases is to look upon them as  breaches of . . sorial behrrv;...he contract is of course not express, but it does -ding that is gnverned by strong if implicit social n o r m s  T h e  subject 
matter of the contractual breach need not be a physical invasion, and  the standard of liability 
need not be strict. The  casrs in the a rea  fit well within the contractual mold, as  all involve direct 
personal contact between plaintiff and defendant. See. P g , Wilkinsnn v. Doanton  [I8971 2 
Q.B. 57, where the defendant as a practical joke told the plaintiff that her husband had been 
"smashed up" in an  accident. See also Nickerson v .  Hodges. 146 La. 735. 84 So. 37 (1920). 

nuisance principles to deny relief against the construction of a home for 
orphaned children, or the bookstore of the Communist Party, o r  the erection 
of a hospital for the treatment of noninfectious disease, when all reduce the 
attractiveness of the neighborhood in the same fashion as a funeral home? 
And does it make sense to say that funeral homes in business districts must 
be tolerated no matter what their effect upon propcrty values even as those 
in residential areas are prohibited? The funeral and cemctery cases work on 
models of causation-the cognitive dislike of certain activities by others- 
that cannot be admitted into the corrective justice framework. 

d .  Ar~stlz~tir nrrisn~~i-cs. The last class of troublesome cases to be consid- 
ered involves so-called aesthetic nuisances. These too can be broken off into 
two branches. Certain actikities are described as aesthetic nuisances even 
though they tit snugly into the contours of the conventional nuisance actions. 
Cases for noise and for odors could be described as aesthetic cases, but this 
characteristic adds nothing to the invasion theory. It is therefore the second 
class of cases-noninvasive aesthetic nuisances-that come to the fore. The  
plaintiff may complain of an ugly house, an unkempt lawn, clothes hanging 
in front of the house, or even an obscene billboard. 

At one level these cases are easy. The mechanical application of the physi- 
cal-invasion test precludes any liability, and thus insulates the defendant 
from the economic losses sustained by the plaintiff. The principles of 
causation-operative as wcll in the cemetery, light, anti view rases--charge 
the plaintiff's discomfort to his own independent judgment about an external 
state of affairs. The disenchantment of neighbors and the consequent decline 
in land values are not the subject of judicial intervention. 

The physical-invasion test of the corrective justice theory thus yicltls un- 
ambiguous result5 in a11 the cases considered, be they concerned \\.it11 v i e ~ r s ,  
light, cemeteries, or aesthetic nuisances. Yet the power of the theow seems 
in ail cases to outstrip the capacity of the t h e o ~  to command w.holehearted 
allegiance. The tentative conclusions of this section will ha re  to be reesam- 
ined in light of the cost constraints that are the subject of the second part of 
this essay. 

Determining those activities which constitute nuisances does not complete 
the outlines of the prima facie case. Still to be resolved is the question of the 
proper basis of liability. Does nuisance rest upon strict lialility, negligence. 
or intentional theories of wrongdoing? 

Nuisances are usually the known by-products of purposive and repetitive 
activities suflicient to make the invasion intentional under the tort law's 
elastic definitions of intent: it is enough that the defendant knew that an 
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invasion consequent upon his activities would take place, even if he did not 
know, or desire, that it would cause harm.4s This observation disposes of 
many cases, but it does not resolve the attendant theoretical issue. It does 
not explain why intention must be alleged when theories of negligence and 

ility are a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ 6  And it does not explain why it is permissible to 
to do the act is sufficient 
which the plaintiff com- 

is more, not all nuisances involve harms attributable to repeti- 
tive events; and the choice between negligence and strict liability is material 
in evaluating the possible justifications once the defendant's invasion, even if 
intentional, is established. 

Many actions are brought on nuisance theories for isolated injuries. The 
common public nuisance suit brought for physical injuries resulting from the 
blocking or interference with a public right-of-way is one such action. An- 
other is where a defendant blocks a culvert or a pipe that normally removes 
excess waters that in fact flood the plaintiff's land,47 or erects piles of dirt 
which collect water that escapes onto the plaintiff's land.4x 

In all of these cases the question of negligence or strict liability becomes 

"Theintent with which tortliabilityisconcerned is not necessarily a h o s t i e n t e n t ,  oradesireto 
do  any harm. Ratherit  isan intent to  bringabouta result which will invade theintercstsof another 
ins way thal thelaw will notsanction." Prosser, Tor ts3 t .  See for particular cases that illustrate the 
proposition, Vosburg v. Putney 80  Wis. 523.50N.W. 403(1891); Baldingrr v. Banks. 26 Misr.Zd 
j o ~ h ,  201 N.Y.  S.2d 629(1960). See also, for an  endorsement of the "wl)rta~)tial  I rrtaint!." test, 
Krstatement (Second) of TorLc 5 13. comment r (196.51. 

4* Note that the fact that thetheoyof intrntionall~armscan be useddoes not make it nccessaryto 
use it. I f ,  as  I havr  argued, a strict liability theor). is sufficient to  account tor ;dl i a ~ e c  of harms as 
between strangers. then it should work in the nuirance a r e a a  well. What is more. the intentional 
harm theor).should not be permitted to makeactionable those forms of noninvasive rcrnduct which 
were kept out of the tort area by the invasion requirement. T h e  parallel here between the trade 
case-in which malice does not make actionable competition that is otherwise lawful-and the 
lluisance actions for blocked views and  the like should be clear. See Epstcin. Intentional Harms, 
J I I P ~ , I  note 8 ,  a t  437.38. The  point is also especially instructive because it showc one of the grave 
difficulties that emerge whenever an  effort is made to develop a general theow of liability that is 
sufficient to make actionable both invasive and noninvasive conduct. T h e  t h e o ~  that makes only 
spite fences actionable, forexample, requires in\.asive nuisances to he actionable only in the event 
of malice,aclearly unacceptable result. Thr throry tha t  makesall invasive nuisancesactionableon 
astrictliability theory requiresallfencrs lo bearlionable, even iferected toenhanceprivacy. When 
discussed in the context of the baris of liability. the distinction between invasive and nnninvasive 
conduct becomes all the n w r  trnarious. Thrrc is no acceptable way to subject 1~1th forms of 
c,tntlurt to unifnrm results. 

" Jollnson v .  Winston-Salem 239 N.C.  697. 81 S .E.2d  153 (1954); Scdlrigh-Denfield v. 
()'(.allagl)an. 11 9401 A . C .  880 The l a t  casr was complicated by  he fact that  the obstruction was 
cr(.ated by a trespasser, and only "continued" by the defendant 

' 8  Br~xfer v. Saillard. 2 Ch D. 692 (IXi6). 

acute because it is impossible to point to any deliberate invasion of the 
plaintiffs land or person, much less to any effort to cause harm thereby. It 
thus becomes necessary to face squarely the question whether the defendant 
should be held liable even though he has made all reasonable efforts to take 
steps to avoid the harm. On this question nuisance actions raise no special 
issues. The causal patterns in these cases arc parallel in all significant re- 
spects to those in other actions for harms to  stranger^.^' If, a s  I have argued, 
strict liability principles govern in ordinary tort actions, there is no reason 
why they should not apply here. They certainly apply in cases tvhere the 
plaintiff sues upon the t h e o n  in Rylnrrtis v .  Fletrl~c,r ,  where the defendant 
"brings, keeps or collects" something on liis land. And, as nuisance cases 
differ only in detail from that action, it is advisable that the basis of liability 
in the one situation carry over to the other as well.s" General causal argu- 
ments show quitc conclusively that the defendant in nuisance cases inflicts 
harm upon the plaintiff, and not the other way around. Tha t  alone remains 
sufficient to fasten prima facie liability upon the defendant, evcn in the 
absence of negligence. 

The uniform bias toward strict liability in nuisance cases is all the more 
remarkable given that the theoretical formulations of the negligencc princi- 
ples apply without modification to all forms of nuisance. Thus,  e \ m  if it is 
assumed that certain types of nuisance activities carry with them a high risk 
of harm, nothing in principle requires the use of strict liability principles. If 
negligence is a sound rule, it should be sufficient for courts to demand the 
very high standard of care commensurate with both the exptcted degree of 
risk and maanitude of harm, such that some harms a t  least will be regarded 
as inevitable, and hence excusable, even if brought ahout solely by the 

4q Some qualification of this sh tement  must Oc made with respect to the obligations the 
government toniainL?in thr  public highways Tl~cctateineffecta~sumc~ the ro l rofa  ~ ~ u l ~ l ~ c i n v i t o r  
and can, by virtur of this cpcci;ll relationship. Ire held subjecttocertain a f f i rmat iwdut i r s ,  much in 
the same mannrr as n privatr Inndo\vnrr 'Tlrc public, like the private lanrlownrr, can  Oc held 
responsible not only for thwe dangrrrmc conditions that it hac in fact created, but a l w  for those 
which, although created by others. it did not remove when it had the opportunity to  d o  so. T h e  
importance of the p1111lic duty .  . 2 ~  distinguished from the mere opportunity of correctirin. is made 
evident by the fact that anothc.r passerby with full knowledgeof the dangerous condition, an11 the 
easy means for c o r r r c t i n ~  it, will noncthelecs not bc held responsible for the h a r m  in question-the 
entire matter k i n g  but one \pecific applicationof thegeneral g o d  Samaritan principles at common 
law.See,e.g., Turbevil lrv.  Mobile Light&R.Co. .  221 Ala. 91. 127So. 519(1930). wherethecourt  
denied that any duty to rescue could be imposed "on a mere hystantler who witnessrd Ithe plain- 
tiff's] misfortunr and who \vas in no way leaally rrsponsihle for his prcdicamrnt " I r l  :it 0.1. I Z i  
So. 521. 

O For example, thr only differencc betwren thr  noisanre action in Brodrr ,  see t rx t  at note 48 
supra, and the plaintiffsaction in Rylands v.  Fletcher. 2 ti L .130(1868), was tha t  t h r  lllair~tiff in 
B r o d ~ r ,  did not delil~erately collet t o r  even accumulate thr  watrr  in the mount of dirt Yvt ;L\ the 
theory of strict liability applies to all elements of the plaintifrs action, it follows that the lcss 
restrictive tesh of f3mi1.r a re  ror r r r t ,  and  that the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher is ,  on thi\ point at 
least, too restrictive 
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defendant. And what is true for the various species of nuisance cases applies 
not only to Rylarzds v. Fletcher but to similar principles dealing with the 
liability for fire, or for animals, or for blasting-ultrahazardous or abnor- 
mally dangerous ac t iv i t i e~ .~ '  The strict liability rule persists in all these cases 
because it is clear beyond doubt that the defendant has caused harm in cases 
in which the plaintiff h a  a wholly passive role. The reconciliation of the 
strict liability exceptions to the basic negligence position should not come by 
making negligence a uniform rule of liability. It  should come by recognizing 
that strict liability (coupled with affirmative defenses) is a superior rule of 
that law in all stranger cases in which either of the two principles might 

apply. 

The choice between negligence versus strict liability also emerges in assess- 
ing the possible justifications for (intentional) invasions of the defendant's 
property. In particular two arguments, uniformly advanced by defendants, 
are both rejected (rightly, on corrective justice principles) by the courts. The 
first of these defenses is that the defendant has adopted the latest and most 
advanced devices for nuisance prevention-has, in other words, taken all 
possible care to avoid the loss. The second is that the substantial benefits of 
the defendant's operations to the defendant and the community a t  large 
justify the nuisance that is admittedly created. There is nothing about the 
classical negligence formulas which compels the rejection of these defenses, 
and much in their ostensible toleration of cost-effectiveness arguments 
speaks towards their acceptance. Where the distribution of cost and benefits 
between persons is of no concern, then doubtless the large benefits realized 
by one person should offset the lesser costs that are suffered by another. 

Yet the aggregation of costs and benefits across persons misses what is 
distinctive in a system of corrective justice, because it fails to recognize how 
indilidual rights form a burr-ier against collective judgments on overall ' 

maximization. The rejection of these two defenses shows that where the 
harm is caused to the property or personil by the actions ofR, the benefits to 

' I  The suggested justification for the strict liability rule in these last cases offered in Richard A. 
Posner. Economic Analysisof Law 14@41(2d ed. 1977), does not account for the rule. In Posner's 
view the strict liability principleis used becauseit isdifficult to imagine anyefficient set ofplaintiffs 
precautions that could minimize damages in, say. blasting or wild-animal cases. But that argu- 
ment goes to saying that contributory negligence will not, even if formally avail:thle, hr much of 
an issue in these cases. See pp. 71-72 infro. It does not, however, go to the rlioice between 
negligence and strict liability with regard to defendant's conduct. With the ~~laintiff 's  conduct 
cast safely to one side, the incentive effects of the two systems should in I'osner's view h the 
same, such that only distributional consequences separate them. The subdivision of stranger 
cases into strict liability and negligence is not consistent with any sensible theory. be it positive 
or normative, economic or moral. 

NUISANCE I.A\V 

B do not excuse or justify the harm inflicted upon ii but, if anything, afford 
an additional reason for awarding compensation. 

D Affimzatizw D ~ f w s e s  

The last topic in our study of the nuisance law as a syqtem of corrective 
justice is that of affirmative defenses. Here, as with the general body of tort 
law, it is possible to take two verpdifferent views on the subject On the first 
of these, the existence of affirmative defenses allows the introciurtion of the 
vast array of utilitarian considerations that were systematically excluded 
from the prima facie case. On the second, affirmative defenses present the 
opportunity to take into account the plaintiff's conduct, to determine 
whether it requires the f o d e i l w c ~  of actions that are otherwibe maintainable, 

The first view is unacce~table  because it renders trivial the aims and 
purposes of a theory of corrective justice. The point of that theory is not 
simply to organize the pleadings of particular cases but rather to insure that 
a single conception-that the antecedent conduct (promises, acts) by one 
party towards another is the sole source of their re1atit.e rights and duties- 
governs the entire body of tort law. Introducing utilitar~an argument5 as 
affirmative defenses undermines this j~oint of view t)y allowing thc calculus 
of costs and benefits to carry the day, if only at the second stagr of the case. 
Taking into account the plaintiff's conduct, and j u d g i n ~  it hy the same 
standards applicnblr to the defendant's conduct, however, does not com- 
promise the system Instead it applies the same corrective justice 1)rinciples 
in uniform fashion to both parties.'? 

With many torts to the person or to movable property, the affirmative 
defenses play a very significant role even in stranger cases precisely hecause 

" Foran interesting rwxaminatio~~of thesymmetry point. see Gary.1'. Srhwartr,  C'ontributo~ 
andCornparativeNeglimnce: A Keal)praisal, R i  Yale L. J. 69;. 7 2 2 - 2 3 (  19781. whrrcit is noted that 
the primary neglipencr of the defendant involves ;I risk of harm to othcrs. where contributory 
negligence at its root involves the creation of a risk of harm towards self. That h a r p  dichotomy 
cannot, as Schwartz recognizes, be preserved throughout, s certain forms of improper conduct, 
suchasspeedinl:ordmnkendri\ing, holdout risksto bothselfandothers. Tl)ispoin(:;~ide, thetwo 
classesof negligence (or causal wrongfulness, in a pure strict liability system) should IN! regarded as 
parallel for two distinct reasons. First, the risk of harm that one creates for one's self will always 
implicateothersif by litigation it increases theirexposure forloss. Second, tlieadoptionof different 
viewsofnegligrnreand contributory negligencecrrates real problems for I)otIi pure and compara- 
tive negligence systems wlienever both parties are injured in a two-party :~crident, it k i n g  very 
awkward tosay that each was responsible only for the injury to the other Within thr negligence 
system the point kcomes complicated becauscof thedifficultyof rcc.ogniring;~dutyofc.arr toonr's 
self. Although here the point is overstated as it is possible to treat the plaintiff's proper rare as ;I 
rondition prrrrdcnl to huit, whosr nonfulfillment tan he pleaded ;IS an aftirlnativr defense. 
Within a strict liabilit? system it is less c.omplicated hccauw thrre is It.>.; atvk\wrdnr\< In I)urc 
causal terms in spraking of n partially self-inflictrrl h;trn) 
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there are so many wrongful things that plaintiffs can do. Plaintiffs, for 
example, can drive as badly as defendants, and they can misplace or misuse 
their personal property to their own detriment. Torts to real property, of 
which' nuisance in its common forms is one, however, provide much less 
scope for the application of recognized affirmative defenses.$' Land itself is 
passive and hence can never invade the defendant's property, and there are 
only limited types of conduct in which a plaintiff can engage to bring about a 
sequence of events that results in its destruction. I t  is, of course, possible for 
the plaintiff to undermine a reservoir in which the defendant has stored 
water or to emit fumes from his own property that combine with some 
chemicals stored upon the defendant's property thereby creating a substance 
which in the end works harm to the plaintiff. In  these cases the affirmative 
defenses should be recognized because of the causal dominance of the plain- 
tiffs behavior over the defendant's the plaintiff released the water in the 
defendant's reservoir; the plaintiff's invasion of the defendant triggered the 
defendant's invasion of the plaintiff. 

The previous account of affirmative defenses in nuisance cases helps ex- 
plain why contributory negligence, generally regarded as applicable to all 
tort situations, is of such little consequence in nuisance actions..54 Here the 
common account of the situation rests upon an argument from symmetry. 
Under strict liability, the argument goes, negligence is excluded from the 
prima facie case. Therefore consideration of negligence should be excluded 
from the defense, thus eliminating all traces of contributory negligence. This 
ronclusion is odd because it implies that an expansion of the prima facie case 
neressarily requires the contraction of available defenses, when the greater 
threat of liability posed by strict principles only heightens the need for main- 
taining affirmative defenses. The confusion implicit in this line of argument 
is dispelled once it is recognized that the theory of corrective justice places 
symmetrical demands upon both of the parties, and thus judges their con- 
duct by precisely the same standards. 

The traditional contributory negligence defense (like the prima facie 
case of negligence) contains two distinct elements: the first is the invasion in 
physical terms of the defendant's person or property by the plaintiff; the 
second is the capacity of the plaintiff to avoid that invasion (and the conse- 
quent injury to himself) by the exercise of reasonable care. The argument 

7" Although the "default of plaintiff" defense is built into theRylnnds 2,. Flelrhrr rule, it has 
received a narrow interpretation precisely because the typesof things that plaintiffs do to enhance 
their \wlnerability to harm are not invasive of the defendant's property. 

See generally Warren A. Seavev, Nuisance: Contributor?. Negligence and Other Mysteries, 
6.5 Haw. L. Rev. 984 (19.12); and Prosser, Torts 608-12. 
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from symmetry does not eliminate the entire defense of contributory negli- 
gence. It  eliminates only the unreasonableness requirements of its second 
limb. The causal-invasive-element5 of the defense (represented by the 
word "contributor?;") should be preserved even if the reasonableness re- 
quirements are dispensed with. On this view contributor?; negligence in fact 
fails in most, but not all, nuisance cases for the same reason that the strict 
causal defense fails: the defendant cannot establish the plaintiff's intasion of 
a protected interest. The plaintiff does not invade the defendant's 1)rot)erty 
because he does not close windows to keep out smoke antl dust ,  or beciluse 
he does not install an air purification system upon his own premises." Just 
as the defendant o\ves no common law duty to aid a stranger, so too the 
plaintiff owes no duty to protect himself from those harms inflicted by a 
stranger. The principle, the tortfeasor takes his victim as he  finds him, used 
in personal injury cases, carries o\.er without modification to nuisance ac- 
tions. 

The strength of this general analysis, and i t 5  dependence upon the inva- 
sion test, is illustrated by two different issues in nuisance cases. Thc first 
concerns the role of contributory negligence defenses in ca.m of public nui- 
sances. The second concerns the coming to the nuisance. tl(~fcnse in cascs 
between neighboring landowners. 

a.  Hig/r:iwy c-asc..c. The highwa!, cases u.cually arise aftcr the defendant 
places some obstruction that interfere,< \sit11 the movement along thc higli- 
way. In cases of persons physically injured because of the obstruction- 
either by coming into contact \r.itIi it, or by taking perilous and t~nuc-c.essful 
efforts to avoid it-contributor?; negligence (or at least some form of affirma- 
tive defense based upon plaintiff's conduct) has an important rolc to play. 
The essential issue is \i.hether the plaintiff is an acti\.e part!. whose own 
motion combines \vith the ot~struction of t l ~ c  defendant to Ir ing about the 
plaintiffs harm. At one estrcnic, n speeding antl inatter1lit.e i~laint i f l  ( x d < 1  
not, under any tliror)~, timy the causal rclevancc. of his ou.n ~-01~1uc l .  At lllc 
other extrenw, no tlefcntlant cotdtl iniplicatc a 1)laintiff n.110. t v l ~ i k  u\inn the 
highway in a normal and proper manner. \yas injuretl I)! :I Iiitl~lrn oh5truc- 
tion. Some cases are more difficult. Thus in .I[(-k'clvltrrrc ;'. ('il! 1 4  .Vitr~rrr.c~'~ 
the plaintiff had previously seen in daylight the very ol)stac.le over which she 
tripped in the dark. And in O'.Vc.ill ? I .  C ' i t y  of I'ort Jcwi.cV the drrrrlrnl \vxs 
killed when struck a car after she, while in the carr her iatlwr. yen- 
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tured into the public street in order to get around an obstruction the private 
defendant (with city approval) had placed on a crowded sidewalk. In both of 
these cases the court held that the plaintiff's conduct, under the description 
of contributory negligence, was relevant to the jury's determination in the 
case. The precise formulation of the required standard of conduct is difficult. 
The plaintiffs in both these cases were, as public licensees, under some duty 
to discover and remember dangerous conditions, and they should in some 

hts of way to the wrongs of others, 
ts.'"et what is important here is the 

exact standards by which it is 

e the highway cases, the "coming 
precisely the opposite reason, for 

ffirmative defenses in typical private nui- 
s,  and the like. The usual coming to the 

nuisance defense involves a defendant who has used land for a long period of 
time, while the neighboring land was, if not unused, devoted to a use of low 
intensity. Long after the defendant's use is established, the plaintiff changes 
his land use so that the noise or vibration from the defendant's land, which 
once was of no consequence, now creates disturbances. In Slrwges v. 
Bridgmans9 the defendant had for many years operated h e a ~ y  machinery in 
his confectioner's business. The plaintiff, a neighboring doctor, built an 
examining room so near to the machinery that the noise from its operation 
made it impossible for the plaintiff to examine his patients. The construction 
of the room, while subsequent, resulted in an unfortunate interaction that 
was avoidable-as Coase pointed out-by relocating either defendant's or 

' "The reason that "reasonableness" consitlerations intrude into c a e s  of this sort is that the 
drbatc is no longer about invasion of rlwhts but ahout the rhmce rcrnrdiei, l'lw n r h t  issue is 
plain enough. With the blocking-of-the-road cases. thr defendant has conceclrdly interfered with 
Ihr plaintiffs right.q. Thedetenseof assumption of riqk seems to he available, but it issubject toan 
exception, analogous to that in caws of "dure3s of gaoclc." wherel,y h e  plaintili sals that the 
defendant cannol make the plaintiff abandon either of two rights. his right to use the road or his 
right of redress in the event 11f irljur!. The choice of remedy is not so clear. One alternative has the 
plaintiffabandon the right andsue for damages caused by theinconvenience. This courseof action 
subjects !he pl;iintifftnall the hazardsof smalllitigation and promises in manycaws that nosuit will 
he brought The nther alternative, recognizing the frailty of the remcd?. allow, the plaintiff to 
proceed with careand tomaintain an action in the faceof theacsumption of risk defense in theevent 
that damages ocrur. Where tlleplaintiff has an e a y  way to avoid the hazard, the first alternative 
s e e m  proper, even whtm no artion will be brought. Where the damnges to the plaintiff from 
mitigation are moresubstantial. the second alternative lxcomes moreattmctive, particularly if the 
obstruction is not all that severe. See, r.ff., Clayards v. Dethick, 12 Q.B. 4.39, I I h Eng Rep. 932 
(18JX) Seealso Restatemcant(Second)of Torts 8 JcJ6E( 1965). The rariations upon thc tlwmeareof 
course many. fnra>implc and routine situation raises some of the most difficult conceptual issuesof 
Ihc tort In\\(, in which corrective justice and ut~litarian ralues only imperfectly m r h  

' V  Sturgrs v. Hridgman. I I  C'h. 852 I 18i9). 
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plaintiffs operations.60 What the plaintiff might have done is not the rele- 
vant test of causality. What is decisive is that the plaintiffs construction of 
the examining room, even if second in time, is in no sense a physical invasion 
of the defendant's property. The same tests that rule out actionability for 
noninvasive conduct by. the defendant now work to preclude affirmative 
defenses based upon the plaintiffs noninvasive conduct. T h e  nuisance is 
solely attributable to the vibrations from the defendant's machinery. T h e  
case should, under a corrective justice approach, be decided by ordinary 
nuisance principles, with the question of relative costs and 

er form: a corrective justice theory 
inn to the nuisance defense if the 

the defendant. With this delay in mind, the rejection of the coming to the 
nuisance defense is in effect best understood as one half of a judicially 
imposed bargain between landowners. On the one side the plaintiff is con- 
strained from suing simply because the defendant has been engaged in 
nuisance-type activities, On the other side-and the point is expressly taken 
up in Sturges 21. Bridgman-the defendant is estopped to claim by prescrip- 
tion from long use any easement to cause a n u i ~ a n c e , ~ '  which he could d o  if 
the first invasion were regarded as an actionable wrong.h3 T h e  virtue of the 
rule is that it  delays, not hastens, disputes between landowners. Once the 

P J plaintiff is stopped from complaining about invasions that cause no tangible , 
harm, it follows that the coming to the nuisance defense must be rejected to 
avoid the injustice of the plaintiff being deprived of both the right to quiet 
enjoyment of the land and all compensation for its wrongful invasion. 

J 
" coase, srrpra note 29, a t  13. 

6' Thus the passage from Wood, Law of Nuisances 4 435 (2d ed. I893), quc~ted and criticized by 2 
F. Harper & F. James, The Law of Torts 6 22.8, at 1221 (1956), illustrates the b z i c  position. "A 
party isnot bound to expend adollar, or todoany act tnsecure for himselftheewrciseorenjo~ment 
of a legal right of which he is deprived by the wrongful act5 of another." 

The prescription point bulks large in the judge's discussion ofSirrr~rs 1'. Bridgmom, for there 
thedefendant argued that theeasement had beensoacquired. Thecourt responded to that claim as 
follows: "Here then arises the objection to the acquisition by the Defendant of any easement. That  
which wasdone by him was inits nature such that it could not be physically interrupted; it could not 
at the same time be put as top to by action. Can user which is neither preventible nor actionable 
foundaneasement? Wethink not."Sturgesv. Bridgman, I1 Ch. 852, atR6.1, per Thesiper. L. J. By 
denying the action at the outset the court in effect adopts the forced implicit bargain in the text. 

63 The modern cases 5tart the statute only from the moment of first harm. See Prosser. Torts 
595. 
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A. Hozw Incorporated 

The first part of this essay has worked out the rules for nuisance law on 
purely corrective justice grounds. At many points there seems little tension 
between corrective justice principles and the desirable substantive results, as 
seems clearly the case with the preference for strict liability over negligence 
and with the acceptance of affirmative defenses. At other points, however, 
the corrective justice analysis does not seem to respond well to the situations 
it governs, as  is the case with the uncompromising application of the 
physical-invasion rule and the treatment of the coming to the nuisance 
defense. In this part of the essay I expand the focus of inquiry to determine 
the extent to which utilitarian concerns require modification of the basic 
corrective justice principles. In some cases I hope to show that the domi- 
nance of utilitarian principles is well deserved. In other cases I hope to show 
that utilitarian principles are of no particular relevance, and in still others to 
show that there is no easy or principled resolution of the tensions created by 
thew two persistent and diverse traditions within the law. 

In approaching this subject, it is possible a t  one extreme to treat utilitarian 
considerations as furnishing the sole basis for appropriate liability rules, 
eliminating thereby all concern with corrective justice arguments. This posi- 
tion, which is as extreme in its own way as one that always ignores the 
economic consequences of legal rules, has not been accepted in the decided 
cases;h4 nor should it be accepted as a matter of legal principle. The funda- 
mental weakness of the pure utilitarian point of view is that it fails to 
explicitly recognize anv antecedent or natural rights that the legal system is 
called upon not to create but to recognize and protect. Rights and duties are 
treated as having explicit instrumental origins, without answering the recur- 
rent question of how can "we assign" rights to certain individuals and im- 

OJ Consider in thi5 connection the rhetoric of hut one case. 'The  sut~starrtial contention of the 
defendant is that itisengagedinabusinessof suchextentandinvolnngsuch alargecnpital that the 
value of the plaintiffs' rights sought to be protected is relatively small, and that therefore an 
injunction, destroying the defendant's business would inflict a much greater injury on it than it 
would confer benefit upon the plaintiffs. . . . 

I a m  unable to accede to thisstatement of the law. If correct the property of the poor is held by 
uncertun tenurp, and the constitutional provision forbidding the taking of property for private use 
would be of no avail. As a substitute it would be declared that private property is held on the 
condition that it may betaken by any person whocan make amow profitable useof it, provided that 
surh person shall h answerable in damage to the former owner to his injury. . . . Ful)lic policy. I 
think, is more concerned in the protection of individual rights than in the profits to injure to 
individuals by the invasion of those rights." McCleery v. Highland Boy Gold  mining Co.. 140 F. 
951. 952 (1904). Note the rule in MrClwry  reduces the role of discretion of injunctions in nui- 
w n w  cases, a position closely acsociatrd with the corrective justice theory. 

pose duties upon others in order to maximize some social goal, be it wealth 
maximization or income redistribution. It  does not 
or the principles by which that "we" lays claim to 
it alone must originally possess. The utilitarian 
thus undermines any sense of individual 
what its social goal. Suppose it is 
upon having some A's every action 
body of each woman being assigned as  of right to each man, or upon treating 
killings and lootings as justified unless otherwise shown. The arguments are 
quite beside the point. Individual rights do not rest upon foundatio~ls so 
insecure that any fresh wave of empirical research may displace them. These 
rights do not rise and fall with each new refinement in economic theory, or 
with each daily discovery of a new market imperfection. The  revulsion 
towards slavery, rape, and murder rests on the easily understood belief that 
each person is entitled to the protection of individual autonomy against the 
aggression of all others, no matter how numerous or powerful.h5 The  princi- 
ple of autonomy is often consistent with economic welfare (though less SO 

with redistribution of wealth), but it should in any normative discourse be ,, 

regarded as an end in itself and not as a contingent means toward some o t h e p "  
end. 

Enough I think has been said to show the inescapable intellectual 
difficulty that besets any system (hat makes light of a n w o f  individual 
vested rights. Enough, how~ever, has not been said to show why and 11ow the 
I'krqpge of cost and consequences, like the language of rights, is also neces- 
sary to any working out of sound legal rules. Whatever the weakness of 
utilitarianism as a comprehensive moral philosophy. it takes I~eroic assump- 
tions G a t  just i t in,  nrnt rocltrin) to always treat all its consequences as ir- 

icular attention in this c m -  
in the enforcement of legal ac- 

.e law. The  second concerns the 
s that prevent individuals from 
y dispute arises their previously 

deal, as it werc, with recurrent 

frictions of the legal system: the first with problems which occur after a 
L---__-- 

dispute has begun; the second with efforts to avoid a dispute before it takes 
place. 

These administrative cost.< are a v i ~ i d  reminder that the articulation of the 

65  " ~ u t  as an interpretation of the hasis of the principles of justice, rlaqsical utilitarianism is 
mistaken. It prrnli, one to areue. for example. that slavery is unjust on the gror~nds that the 
advantages to the sIa\~rholderasslavrholderdo not rounterhalanrr tlledi<advantaees tosocietvat 
large burdened by a romparati\.ely inefficient system of labor . . . the gains accruing to the 
slaveholder, acsun~ing them toexist. cannothcor~nted a i n a ~ r v  way mitigat ing theinjrlsticeof the 
practice." ~~h~ Rnwl.;. Justice a< Fairneqc, 6 ;  I'hilowphiral Rrv 1hJ. I88 11958) 
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ideal substantive legal rule, even if the sole object of a corrective justice 
theory, says nothing about the mechanisms of its implementation: the parties 
must be brought to court, the facts of the case must be determined, and its 
judgment enforced. All of these tasks cost money, which in part is raised 
through involuntary exactions and public taxes. Corrective justice of unas- 
sailable purity simply may be unattainable given the imperfect and expen- 
sive machinery of adjudication. 

Two points about these administrative costs are evident. The first is that 
as the amount in controversy becomes smaller it becomes increasingly un- 
wise to devote substantial resources to the under g ~ s p  te. If the only 
costs involved were private--and if these wer internalized y appropriate 
rules on litigation costs-the excessive resour D d to small claims 
would require no public control. The parties would all spend small sums as 
they would have only small sums a t  stake. But the private impulse to 
economize provides insufficient protection to the public purse, as there is no 
reason to believe that private parties will treat taxpayer expenditures as 
though they were their own. Some direct effort toward weeding these cases 
out of the system or shunting them off to less expensive forums seems clearly 
appropriate. 

The second important variable is the uncertainty in application of any 
given substantive rule. Uncertain outcomes have many sources: the issues to 
be litigated may become less amenable to precise measurement and more 
open to honest differences of opinion; fraud and concealment may abound; 
and good evidence on essential questions may be hard to find. When the 
errors of individualized decision making become too great the system may be 
better off (i.e., make fewer errors) if gross and imperfect rules of easy appli- 
cation are substituted for perfect rules of difficult application. 

The transaction costs incurred whenever private parties attempt any vol- 
untary rearrangement of their rights and duties are also vital to the analysis. 
The effects of these costs are best illustrated by first assuming that all volun- 
tary transactions are costless. Here, as Coase demonstrated, the resources in 
the end will belong to the parties best able to use them, no matter who 
originally owned them. Whenever the original assignment of rights is ideal, 
no further transactions will occur; whenever it is not, the interested parties 
will, by as  many steps as it takes, reassign those rights until they hit upon the 
ideal configuration. 

My point concerns not the truth of Coase's insight, but the way it meshes 
with a theory of corrective justice. In a world of zero transaction costs there 
is only one distribution of original rights that satisfies in full the demands of 
both corrective justice and wealth maximization: it is the assignment of 
rights specified by a theory of corrective justice. Such a n  assignment has a 
unique advantage in terms of moral theory, and it suffers no offsetting 
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efficiency disability. While the original distribution of rights does make a 
difference to the moral theory, it makes none to the economic. Since com- 
plete satisfaction of the justice requirements comes a t  no economic cost, the 
economic theory must give way. 

The situation becomes more unsettled in the usual case of positive transac- 
tion costs which may preclude or impede the voluntary shift o f  resources to 
the party who can best use them. The initial distribution of rights may 
determine not only who enjoys the wealth associated with any  given thing, 
but also the identity of its ultimate owner. Economic theory can no longer be 
complacent because the designated owner under a corrective justice theory, 
if not able to make the best use of a thing, may b 
the party that can. T o  forestall that possibility, 
ment of rights under an economic theory must ves 
the person who would ultimately own it if all v 
costless. While there are immense technical difficul 
package original rights to achieve or even approximate this end, the eco- 
nomic theory does provide a coherent program that works in sharp opposi- 
tion to the distribution of rights required by a corrective justice theory. 

The presence of administrative and transaction costs poses two questions 
for legal theory: First, in any given case, should the distribution of vested 
rights demanded by a corrective justice theory be sacrificed in order to 
promote some overall social objective? Second, under what circumstances 
should compensation from the new right holders be made to aggrieved par- 
ties once any compulsory reassignment of rights is in fact implemented? 

The answers are not absolute but must be given in the form of two 
presumptions. By the first, the redistribution of rights by collective means 
should be the -ule. By the second, compensation from 7 
beneficiary to victim should in general be required, because forced ex- / 
changes represent less of an affront to corrective justice principles than do 

- 

outright takings. 
Yet here too there is a vital qualification: irrrplicit i n - k i n d  compe?r .~cl t ior t  

can obviate the need for explicit payment upon the admitted deprivation of a 
right." Let us begin with the simplest of situations. Suppose that owners A 

66 The theme of implicit in-kind compensation was first identified and drvelo{)erl, though not in 
these words, in theclacsicalarticleon eminentdomainlaw, FrankI. Michelman, Prol~erty. Utility, 
and Fairness: Commenu on Lhe Ethical Foundations of "Just Compensation" Law, 80 f k v .  L. 
Rev. 1165(1967). Perhaps thecentral point inMichelman's trenchant andysis is that thestateneed 
not makeexplicit compensation to those adversely affected by its actions where the distribution of 
benefitsandlossestendsto "evenoutUin thelongrun. In thecourseof hisarticle, Michelmanseekiat 
many points to undercut any connection between eminent domain law and the private law or 
nuisance. The centrality ol. the implicit compensation question to both areas suggests, I~owever, 
that the connertion between them is more organic than he supposed. Note for example that the 
coniing to the nuisanre problem has its preciseeminent domainanalogue. See, r . g . .  Hadacheck V .  

LosAngeles, 239U.S. 394(1915), and muchofMichelman'smost provocative writing isdevoted to 
this problem. Mirhelman. srrpro, at 1198-01. 1236-38. 1242-4.5 
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through Z each have identical plots of land. A legal rule not in conformity 
with corrective justice principles is then used in all disputes between mem- 
bers of the group. T o  the extent that the rule's incidence upon class members 
is uniform, and the rule does not benefit some third parties not members of 
the original group, then no compensation is in principle required, in spite of 
the universal deprivation of original rights brought about by collective 
means. A is worse off to the extent that he cannot do with his land what he 
could have done before, or to the extent he must do something which he 
previously was not obligated to do. Yet by the same token he is better off to 
the extent that the same regulation binds all others (B through Z )  for his 

ts exceed the aggregate costs, each person 
bligations upon others than he surrenders 

bligations. This forced rearrangement of 
autonomy, because it abridges the right 

of all to  decide whether to retain or to dispose of what they own. But its 
improper effect is softened because it is aimed at all for the benefit of all, and 
not a t  A alone for the sole benefit of others. The parallel restrictions upon 
others become implicit in-kind compensation for A ,  and likewise for all 
others in the group. With compensation thus assured there is no need to 
undergo the expensive and pointless process of making explicit offsetting 
payments, whose sole effect is to dissipate the welfare gains generated by the 
change in legal rules. 

This rationale of the implicit in-kind compensation for the abrogation of 
the original distribution of rights becomes messy a t  the edges when some of 
the strict initial assumptions are relaxed. Thus it may be possible that all 
persons are better off by hr tue  of a change in entitlements but that some 
gain (whether subjectively or objectively) more than their pro rata share. 
Should payments be required to equalize the differences across persons? 
Then, too, most persons may benefit from the rule, though some will not, 
with the identification of winners and losers being dependent upon circum- 
stances that may be unknown or unmeasurable a t  the time of the proposed 
legal changes; or many will surely win and some will surely lose, with the 
magnitude of the gains far outstripping that of the losses. We need not dwell 
upon the many hypothetical distributions of gains and losses to sense that 
there will come a point-itself ill-defined-at which any implicit in-kind 
compensation will become so haphazard that it will not longer adequately 
redress the balance between individually aggrieved persons and those who 
have wronged them. As that point is approached, the case for compensation 
on an explicit case-by-case basis becomes stronger. 6 Although the argument for case-by-case compensation may become 
stronger, it is not absolute, for there are still administrative constraints. 
These are ap t  to be overwhelming where a large number of persons are both 
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entitled to compensation and obligated to pay it. The administrative prob- 
lem becomes yet more acute for small, but not wholly trivial, claims. The 
problem is further complicated because all parties, whether innocent or 
responsible, must as citizens and taxpayers support the social institutions 
that supervise the payment of such compensation. Let these administrative 
costs be sufficiently large and it follows that 1111 persons may be worse off in 
differing degrees if a systematic policy of individual compensation is pur- 
sued. The faithful application of a theory of justice can become so ex 
as to be self-defeating. Some forced redistribution of wealth must be 3" toler- 
ated whatever the theoretical imperatives under a corrective justice the0 

I have not specified with any mathematical precision the circumstances 
under which it is appropriate to relax the severe constraints upon property 
rights and liability rules required by a theory of corrective justice. My previ- 
ous analysis, however, suggests that the case for indi~idualized explicit 
compensation will become progressively weaker as the following four factors 
become more dominant: 

1. High administrative costs for claim resolution 
2.  High transaction costs for voluntary reassignment of rights6' 
3. Low value to the interested parties of the ownership rights whose 

rearrangement is mandated by public rule 
4. Presence of implicit in-kind compensation from all to all that  precludes 

any systematic redistribution of wealth among the interested partie@ 

Much of the law of tort is devoted to an analysis of ordinary accident cases 
where the plaintiff complains of major physical harm attributalde to a single 
sudden and isolated event. like a blow to the skull. Whether the accident 
arises out of a highway collision or the toppling of a wall, there is little or no 
need to limit the application of the basic corrective justice principles. 

Administrative costs are not an unacceptable burden. The essential facts 
for liability are usually I~ased upon readily measurable quantities of time, 

6' A questiorl arises whether it is correct to treat the explicit legal barrirrs to transactions as a 
social costto beo\.ercome. One \ iew isthat, a theyare infactcosts, they should tw regarded= part 
of the basic problem. Another is that, a they represent legitimate action? of the Irgislature. they 
should berespectedintheirown rightand not treatedin thesame fashionas the pureeconomic costs 
incurred in bringing together individuals who have a right to come together under the law. 
" Note that this concern can only arise in a system which originally ~ w s i l s  certain well-defined 

individual right>. If thereisin effrctnooriginal distribution, then there isno haselineagainst which 
haphazard redistributions could be measured, and the only concern would he not with the size ol 
individual henefi~s,  but with the aggrrgate henrfiL5 of the whole 
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position, and motion, a t  least under a system of strict liability. This basic 
certainty makes it  possible to resolve most cases without expensive trials, so 
that  the administrative costs are small relative to the amount in controversy. 
Indeed, comparing administrative costs to amount in controversy under- 
states the benefits of the tort system because it systematically ignores the 
other major benefit of the tort law: the creation of desirable incentives that 

- , r e d u c e  the overall level of accidental losses. Costs do, of co-but 
these are best controlled by sensible rules of procedure, which could include, 
for example, rules requiring losers to reimburse winners for all legal ex- 
p e n s e ~ . ~ ~  The administrative costs involved in these accident cases do not 
call into question the soundness of the basic tort system. 

The question of high transaction costs before dispute is somewhat more 
problematic. These costs do effectively preclude any voluntary transactions 
between private parties, but this fact does not justify abandoning basic tort 
principles. Taking only highway cases for the moment, there are many 
branches of government that are properly responsible for the movement of 
traffic on public roads. These agencies act not only with the regulatory 
powers of the state but with the proprietary powers of the owner of public 
lands. Acting with enhanced proprietary powers, they can and d o  structure 
access to public roads so as to reduce the level of accidents. Traffic lights, 
lane markers, speed limits, and other rules of the road are effective substi- 
tutes for private transactions. With these in place, it is doubtful that there 
would be much desire on the part of strangers to reshape their relationships 
further, even if such could be done practically. Again, the case for tort 
actions on corrective justice principles still remains strong. 

Further, it is clear that in some physical injury cases the value of the rights 
involved is quite small, as for example in the host of road accident cases 
involving minor property damage to automobiles. In these cases much of the 
argument for automobile no-fault insurance rests, for example, on the hope 
that simple and certain devices can indeed resolve small claims. Yet by the 
same token the very simple rule that each person must bear his own losses 
becomes too crude a measure to be attractive for substantial personal in- 
juries, and a t  least for these cases the traditional tort system has shown a 
much greater degree of tenacity. A common feature of all automobile no- 
fault systems is the preservation of tort actions for major losses, above some 
statutory threshold. 

69 Even where there are doubts about theoperational efficiency of the system, the first impulse 
should be not towards its total repudiation but towards its procedural and substantive refine- 
ments. One of the great problems with the case for automobile po-fault is that it takes both the 
substantive and procedural features of the tort system as an integrated whole that cannot be 
subjected tointelligent piecemeal reform. Yetit seems clear that itshould be possible tomodify, for 
example, rules of discovery or costs without abandoning a negligence system, or to move from 
nealigence to strict liability without abandoning the notion of individual redress between private 
parties. 

F 
f 
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A fourth, and perhaps most decisive, factor is that there is little probabil- 

; ity the victim of  a major accident will receive any compensation in kind for 
his losses that could begin to justify the total abrogation of tort claims. A 
breaks B's leg. It  may well be thatB has broken A's arm. or that it is possible 
that B will d o  so a t  some future time Even if we take into account the 
possibility that A will injure C who in turn will injure B, it becomes idle 
threat to treat these hypothetical set-offs as adequate compensation for the 
injury that has been actually sustained. The abrogation of corrective justice 
principles thus runs into insuperable difficulties with respect to  our fourth 
condition. Things will not balance out in the end if all major accidents are 
cast out of the tort system. The fourth factor resolves whatever doubts there 
may be in favor of the retention of the basic corrective justice arguments in 
the ordinary torts case 

It should not be supposed, however, that even apart from the law of 
nuisance utilitarian constraints have no influence upon the structure of tort 
doctrines. Consider for the moment actions for trespass brought against fliers 
for alleged violations of the upper airspace. Even before the legal analysis 
begins there is a strong, shared sense that the actions cannot be allowed, 
even if suits are appropriate for low-flying planes or for high-flying planes / 
that disturb ground a c t i ~ i t i e s . ~ ~  An eminently sensible way to reach this 
result is to repudiate the ad coelum maxim to the extent that implies own- 
ership of the ground continues unabated to the heavens. The  theoretical 

q u ~ t e  respectable. Ownership presupposes some 
possession of land does not embrace the upper 
effective o c ~ u p a t i o n . ~ '  
hbwever, wnar-ivimportant is that  all relief 

should be denied even i f  the ad coelum rule d o ~ s  determine the original 
ownership rights of the heavens All relevant considerations point in the 
same direction. The damage to the plaintiff, measured by the diminution in 
value to the land, is slight It is difficult, if not impossible, for all fliers, 
whether private individuals or public companies, to contract to obtaln over- 
flight rights with innumerable landowners Yet such contracts would doubt- 
less improve overall resource use. The administrative costs associated with 

I these suits are ap t  to be great, especially if private parties can enjoin all 
! overflights o r  bring restitution actions, not for the loss incurred, but for the 
r benefits the defendants obtained. And last, there is a heavy element of 

reciprocal benefits that flow from the forced destruction of all actions. These 

r 

1 '"e, Wdl~am B H a n e ? ,  Iandouner~'R1ghts m the Alr Age ~ h e ~ ~ r ~ o r t  Ddemma. 56 M~ch  
L Rev 1313 (1958) For earher art~clrs on the sub~ect. cee Prosser, Tort\ i O .  n 87 

" See, r g , Freder~tk I'ollork, The Law of Torts 362 (13th ed 1929) 
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benefits do not become evident when attention is directed only towards 
one-on-one interactions between two immediate neighbors, for there i s  little 
possibility that the one would choose to fly over the land of the other. The 
reciprocal benefits are evident over a broader universe of discourse, as all 
landowners in their capacity as citizens can gain through increased air trans- 
portation. The widespread benefits of traveling by air and using goods ship- 
ped by air are thus properly brought into the case. While a n  occasional 
individual might suffer some psychological wrench from the forced loss of air 
rights, virtually all persons are far better off because of the universal over- 
flight easement. In cases of high overflights even the most expansive in- 
terpretation of the ad coelum rule must yield to utilitarian constraints. The 
actions for low-level flights and for substantial nuisances caused by high- 
level flights should and do survive.7z The emerging pattern of action and 
prohibition illustrates the interaction between corrective justice and utilita- 
rian constraints. The former resists the influence of the latter in situations 
presenting the possibility of major, and random, injury. 

2 .  Nziisancr Cases 

The nuisance law, unlike the law of accidents, does present abundant 
situations in which the four utilitarian constraints militate in favor of re- 
definition of property rights and liability rules without explicit compensa- 
tion. We shall first investigate the problem in connection with three different 
rules: a )  live and let live; b )  the locality rule; and c )  extrasensitive plaintiff. 
Thereafter we shall examine some ways in which the utilitarian constraints 
might be used to create new causes of action for an aggrieved plaintiff, and 
take a second look a t  some of the limitations upon recovery demanded by the 
pure corrective justice theory set out in the first part of the paper. 

a .  Li zv  and Irt l i v e .  Under a pure corrective justice approach the inva- 
sion requirement is satisfied if a single particle placed in motion by the 
defendant crosses the boundary line, or if a single vibration upsets his com- 
fort. The low level of the interference, though surely of note, goes only to the 
measure of damages for the particular harm or perhaps to the availability of 
injunctive relief. The matter, however, assumes a very different appearance 
when utilitarian constraints are taken into account, as is well demonstrated 
by Baron Bramaell's account of the "live and let li\,e rule" in his opinion in 
Rtrrr!fo,-tl n1 Tir rrriey. ' I  

T h e  instances pu t  dur ing  t h c  a rgumen t .  o f  burning weeds,  emp ty ing  ccss-pools, 
mak ing  noises dur ing  repairs. an t l  o t h e r  instances which  would  be nuiwnceq if done  
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wantonly or maliciously.  ne\.ertheless m a y  be  lawfully done .  I t  c anno t  be sa id  t h a t  
such ac ts  a r e  n o t  nuisances,  because  of t he  hypothesis they  are ;  an t l  it c anno t  be  
doubted  t h a t  if a person maliciously a n d  w i thou t  cause  made  close t o  a dwel l ing  
house t he  s a m e  offensive smel ls  a? m a y  b e  m a d e  i n  cmpt>-inp a ccss-pool. a n  ac t i on  
would lie. N o r  c an  thew- cases I)e got rid of a s  ext reme casrs ,  I~ec:tu.;e .;urli r:tscbs a r e  
properly used for  tchs~jny a p r i nc - i l k .  N o r  c a n  it IIC said th;it the  j u ry  w t t k  s u c h  
questions b y  f inding tl irrc is n o  nuisance ,  tllougli tlierc- is . . . . T h e r e  mus t  t ~ c ,  tl1c11. 
some pr inr ip le  or1 \vhich such  ~.:ises mus t  e s ccp t rd .  I t  qccm. t o  m r  th:it t h a t  
principle m a y  be  deduced  f r ~ l m  the  r l ia rac tcr  of these rase  .-. a n d  iq this,  1 - i z . .  t h a t  
those ac t s  n e c r u a r y  fo r  the  ron imon  antl  ordinar!. u4r a n d  o r cup :~ t i on  111 I:ind ; m i  
houses m a ,  be d o n e .  if conven i e~ i t l y  done .  w i thou t  submit t ing  tliosc w h o  do tlicnl t o  A 
an action . . . . I t  is as m u c h  for the  a d v a n t a g e  of o n e  owne r  a< of a r i ~ ~ t l i c r ;  f u r  t he  \.cn 
nuisance t h e  o n e  compla ins  of.  ;LS t h e  result of t h e  ordin:lry use of his neighl)otir 's  
land,  he  himself will <.reate in t he  o rd ina ry  use of his ou .n ,  a n d  t he  rrc-iprocal 

nuisances a r e  of a compara t ive ly  trifling cha rac t e r .  T h e  convenience  of such  a ru le  
may be  indica ted  by  calling it a ru le  of a i ve  a n d  t ake ,  l ive a n d  Ict Ii\.e . . . . '' 

As the quotation indicates, the rule of live and let live clearly satisfies the 
four requisites set out above for the al~olition of the private causc of ac!ion 

" Id. a t  8.3-83. 122 Enp. R e p  3 2 - i 3 .  With Rramwell'c opinion. rolnpnrr the following 
passage from the Restatement of Torts.  "It is an  obvious truth that earl) inrlivit l~~al in a 
community must put up with a certain amount of annoyant-e, inconvenience and intderenc.e. 
and must take a certain amount of ri<k in orrlrr !hiit all may gvt on t ~ ~ g r t l ~ r r .  The  w r y  t.ui4rnce 
of organized societ\- drpcntls upon the principle of 'gi\.e and take, livr and let livr,.' and  
therefore the law of tort5does not attempt to impnse liabilit! or shift the Iozs in e v e n  c a v  where 
one person's conduct has some detrimental effect on another. Li;thility is ~ m l ~ n c r ~ l  ml! in I111)se 
cases where Ihr harm or risk t r ~  one is grc:iter than hc oupht to l1r rcquireil to I m ~ r  i~nrlrr  thr  
circumstanc~s, at Ie:~st \vithout coml)rns;itinn." Re<tntenwnt nf To r t .  G 822 .  n~n imen t  i f 19.39). 
The last sentence in thic pac\ape has an unfortunate looscner.. I ~ u t  ic I)! no 111ranq in~onsictrnt 
with the basic thrmr of rei.il)rocal implicit in-kind compenwtion. 'l'lle po>zil~ilit~t.\ of confusing 
this limited dor(rine wirh a tvholr\;de en(loriemcnt of the " r e a ~ i ~ r ~ ; i I ~ l ~ ~ ~ i r c s ~ '  t r \ l i  r n n ~ m t ,  how- 
ever, be ignor td  I'ro>ser. having (luoted the abo\.e p;icsagr at Irnrth.  ,lrnlorwtr-;~tr< ;I romnlon 
and fundamental misrc)ncrption of the 1):lcic ~ , ro l ) l rm when Iw writr,. "\Vlwrc t l ~ r  I I ; I ~ \  of the 
nuisance is n rg l i~en r r ,  the r rasnnal~l rnc~s  of the de f en~ l ; i~~ t ' s  conrluct ic ol~viou\lv in i,we. and 
is determine(l I]! the farnili;ir prorv<c of tvriphinr the nravity anrl prold~ili!?- of tlw risk nnni114 
the utility of h i  courw." Proczcr. I'urt.; 5%)-81. .+ <llnilar cr,nfusion is found in his trr:ilmrnt of 
the"reasonahle uce" que\tlon in nuisance caaek. i ( l .  at  590-002, \vhirh among other t h i n ~ l ~  does 
not indicate which III thr nlultitudr of fartor.; arc rrlcvant to thc :~ctional)ilit\ of thr  rlvlcn~l.int '~ 
conduct and which to tlir choice of rcnlrdy, he it d;imag~..- or ~ n j u n r t i \ c  rrlief 

A better e n s ?  nf the 1)rohlem i <  found in Winfirld on Tnrt i s6  ( J .  :\ Jolo\virr & 'I'. F.lli. I.r\vis 
eds. 7th ed. 19h.l): "In negligence. asuming that thr Out!- to takr carr h a  hrrn rct.tl~li;hrd. l l ~ e  vital 
question is, 'Did the drfrndnnt take r r a~onah l r  I are?' Hut in nuisanw thr  drfcn(iant i\ nnt 
necessarily quit of liability vven i f  he has taken rci~sonable rare It ic trur that the r c d t  of a  ion^ 
chain of decisions is that unreawnal~leness is a maill ingredient of linl~ility h ~ r  nuis;mce. Hut here 
'reasonable'meanssometlling nlore than n~ere l~ ' t ; lk ing  propcrrare ' I t  signilivc wli:lt i s l r~a l l y  right 
between the parties, taking into acrount all the circumstance4 of the c n e .  . . . " T h i  Passage 
recognizes thedistinction lwtwern the two wnses I I ~  rr,zsonal~lenr.;s. hut \vith~wt w m r  errount of 
the issue of implicit in-kind comprn<;ttion i t  rannot gi\.e acrcon~l  awount to rez~~~n: i l ) lenc~s(" \ r .ha t  
isle~ally right between the p;~rtiec") inany hut the ninst conrlu&nar?. terms. On  the i n v ~ ~ ~ r t a n r e o f  
the distinction hetween tht. t\vo wn.w.: of the trrm. see t h ~  di.;cw&m of Andrear Sdfridgr 
[I9361 2 All K ~ R .  Rep  1313: 1 I0381 I Ch. 1 .  ;it PI).  85-Xi  i~!fnr 
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without any form of explicit substitute compensation. The large number of 
interested private parties and the protean forms of nuisance-like behavior 
both make it extremely unlikely that private agreements could soften the 
rigors of a pure corrective justice theory of nuisance law. Likewise, the 
administrative costs needed to resolve these low-level claims within the legal 
system would be very high, particularly in light of the small amounts in 
controversy. Finally, there is a high degree of implicit in-kind compensation 
between parties. The nuisances here are of such common and frequent oc- 
currence that it is safe to assume that virtually all persons will be in separate 
individual instances both wrongdoers and victims. The high frequency and 
low intensity of claims suggest that they will, in sharp contrast to the acci- 
dent case, most likely balance out. Any special effort to award individual 
compensation would, no matter how approached, only eat up the wealth of 
all the interested parties, leaving then all worse off than before. In  general, 
private causes of action should be abrogated, leaving only informal social 
pressures in their place. 

Of especial importance in this connection is the way Bramwell addresses 
the implicit compensation issue in his treatment of "reciprocal harms." He 
does not use the term to portray the want of a causal distinction between 
those who brought about an invasion and those who suffered its conse- 
quences. The premise of Bramwell's position is that these causal distinctions 
are indeed proper for each discrete nuisance case: two or more harms are 
"reciprocal," therefore, only in the sense that the victim of one nuisance is 
the perpetrator of a second.75 The reversal of roles in separate occurrences is 
therefore the crucial element with each tort, as it were, providing the jus- 
tifiration that makes explicit compensation unnecessary for the other. 

The reciprocal injury test of Bramwell, properly understood, is important 
because it points to the proper interpretation of the "neighborliness" and 
"reasonableness" tests that are so frequently announced in nuisance cases. 
Earlier in this paper I criticized Professor Ellickson's test of "neigh- 
borliness"-one associated with "any change in land usen-because its 

oad scope made it easy prey to standardless and unprincipled litigation. 
When that test, however, is confined to Bramwell's low-level repetitive 
harm, it captures the essence of much of nuisance law. For one thing, it 

u e l p s  explain why acts of malice are not protected by the rule.76 For another, 

" Bramwell'ssense of reciprocity is closer to that of Professor George P. Fletcher in his Fairness 
and Utility in Tort Theory. 85 H a w .  L. Rev. 537 (1972). The differences, however, are two. 
Fletcher applies his theory toall manner of accidents and not only to those that involve low-level 
harms. And he speaks, not of the infliction of reciprocal harms ex post, but about the creation d 
reciprocal risks ex ante. As he uses the term, the principle of reciprority can work great shifts in 
wealth between individuals. The very reasons, therefore, which make thoseshifts unacceptableas 
a matter of corrective justice make Fletcher's rule unacceptable in any across-the- board applica- 
tion. 

l h  See, e.g.. Christie v .  Dave? 11893) 1 Ch. 316. The defendant, much annoyed by the musir 
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it accounts for the dynamic quality of the law not captured by corrective 
principles alone. The smells of horses are easily ignored under a live and let 
live rule in an age in which horses are the universal means of transportation, 
but those same smells raise very different questions now that the horse has 
given way to the automobile. The typical reciprocal low-level nuisance 
changes over time. The live and let live rule, unlike a theory of corrective 
justice, demands that the outcomes of particular cases change over time as 
well. The same principles are capable of o more difficult prob- 
lerns. The threshold level a t  which fact pollution be omes actionable, for 
example, need not remain constant ove t iqe .  Wh echnologies of control 0 -/'"" 
are in their primitive stages and income le ow, the levels of harm toler- 
ated under the live and let live rule may be far higher than they are today. 
To the hard-edged quality of the corrective justice principles are thus added 
a s e t o f  nd limitations. 

  he "live and let live" rule also clarifies a similar ambiguity in the oft- 
repeated sentiments that the defendant's conduct constitutes a nuisance only 
if it is "unreasonable and substantial" under the circumstances. In one sense, 
the term "unreasonable" might be thought to import into the l a w  of nuisance 
all the traditional concerns over relative cost and benefits. Hut this would 
mean the complete and unwarranted rejection of the strict liability rule 
required by corrective justice principles. Instead "reasonableness" in nui- 
sance cases should be (as it usually is) understood as a synonym for the word 
"substantial" that directs judicial inquiry into the Lrtlrl of the defendant's 
invasion. Where that invasion falls below some background level-the level 
of the usual reciprocal risks that good neighbors inflict upon each other- 
then it is not actionable, whether the defendant was negligent or not. Where, 
however, the level of invasion clearly exceeds the normal level of back- 
ground interference, corrective justice principles of tort liability between 
strangers emerge as dominant, for now nothing distinguishes this nuisance 
from a trespass. In 110th situations it is impact, not utility, that  is the 
touchstone of liability. 

The failure to so interpret the reasonableness requirement in nuisance 
cases tends upon occasion to lead to wrong results in individual cases. Con- 
sider the English case of il~~drr~czr~ e). SoIJi idgr  &- C U . ~ ~  The plaintiff was the 
operator of a residential hotel. The defendant over two periods, together in 
excess of a year, conducted extensive building operations in the immediate 

lessons conducted by the plaintiff. interruptrd them by screaming and whistling and by making 
noise by hitting trays. The injunction against this conduct was allowed in large part because of the 
asserted rnalicedthedefendant, thejudgenoting thathewould havetakenavep'different virwof 
the case if the dispuk had rwcurred " k t w e e n  two seh of persons both perfectly innocent." I d .  at 
326-27. 

l7 Andreae v .  Selfritlgt. Pu Co.  119.361 2 All. Eng. R e p  1413; o ~ d w  w v i r d  Il9.381 I Cll. I 
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vicinity of the hotel. Its contractors razed a number of existing structures, 
dug deep foundations, and erected large steel frame buildings upon the old 
sites. The constant use of heavy industrial machinery at  all hours of the day 
and night created a substantial amount of noise, dust, and vibrations which 
made it impossible for ordinary people to vacation a t  the plaintiff's hotel. 
There was no question that the defendant's activities in fact amounted to a 
nuisance, but the defendant contended that the case came within the general 
rule of Banzford v .  Turnley because its construction was "temporary" and 
therefore but a natural and ordinary use of its own land. Bennett, J., the 
trial judge, refused to accept the argument, holding that those major ac- 
tivities were anything but ordinary and necessary. H e  concluded: "All these 
acts may be very convenient, but I think that if you build in that kind of way 
and demolish in that kind of way .  . . and . . . have caused pecuniary loss to 
your neighbour it is but fair that you should compensate your neighbour for 
what you have done rather than that he should ~ u f f e r . " ' ~  The appeal to 
corrective justice principles is apparent. The court then awarded the plain- 
tiff full damages. 

On appeal the court reduced the damages from f4,500 to f 1,000, allowing 
the plaintiff to recover only for those harms caused by defendant's operations 
a t  unreasonable hours and in unreasonable ways. I t  then stated the basic 
obligations upon a defendant who sought to escape liability by showing that 
it had indeed acted with reasonable care: 

Those who say that their interference with the comfort of their neighbours is 
justified because their operations are normal and usual and conducted with proper 
care and skill are under a specific duty, if they wish to make good that defe~lce, to use 
that reasonable and proper care and skill. It is not a correct attitude to take to say: 
"We will go on and do what \ve like until somebody complains." That  is not their 
duty to their neighbours. Their duty is to take proper precautions, and to see that the 
nuisance is reduced to a minimum. It is no answer I'or them to say: "But this would 
mean that we should have to do the work more slowly than we woultl like to do it, 
or it would involve putting us to some extra expense." All those questions are 
matters of common sense and tlegree, and quite clearly it would be unreasonable to 
expect people to conduct their work so slowly or so expensi\.ely, for the purpose of 
pre\mting a transient inconvenience, that the cost and trouble would bc prohibitive. 
I t  is all a question of fact and degree, and must necessarily be so. In this case the 
defendant company's attitude seems to ha\.e been to go on until somebody 
complained, and ,  further, that its desire to hurry its work and c0nduc.t it according to 
its own ideas and its own convenience was to prevail if there was a real conflict 
between it and the comfort of its neighbours. That ,  to my mind, is not carrying out 
the obligation of using reasonable care and 

lR Andreae v. Selfridge & Co. [I9361 2 All. Eng. Rep. 1425 
lq Andreae v .  Selfridge & Co. (19381 1 C'h. I ,  at 9- 10. 
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This passage shows how easy it is to ignore the constraints implicit in the 
live and let live rule of Bamford v .  Turnley, and to return in essence to a 
basic negligence position. In  Bamford, Bramwell included "temporary re- 
pairs" as the type of conduct which all must suffer for the benefit of all. Yet 
the logic of his basic position applies only to repairs that fall clearly within 
the low level of reciprocal harms to which the utilitarian constraints apply. I 
may be able to fix my plumbing one day, just as you may be able to put down 
carpet on the next. In  Andreae, however, the defendant's extensive construc- 
tion was "temporary" only in the sense that it had to end with the completion 
of the project. I t  still far exceeded in magnitude the low-level harms to which 
the live and let live rule properly applies. Allowing the defendant a partial 
justification in Andreae worked a major and impermissible redistribution of 
wealth between strangers, for there is no remote likelihood, let alone real 
prospect, that the plaintiff would at  some future time inflict a n  uncompen- 
sated harm of equal severity upon the defendant. The weakness in the Court 
of Appeal's decision was not that it made the wrong apportionment of the 
plaintiffs damages; it was in attempting to make any apportionment at  

b. Locality nde .  The most well-known statement of the locality rule is: 

whether anything is a nuisance or not is a question to be determined, not merely by 
an abstract consideration of the thing i t~elf ,  but in referenct~ to it5 circumstances; 
what would he a nuisance in Rrlgrcrvr. Sqrl~rrr would not n rc t~sar i ly  t)e so in R r r -  
mondsey; and where a locality is devotctl to a particular trade or manufacturc carried 
on by traders or manufacturers in a particular and established manner not constitut- 
ing a public nuisance, Judges and juries would be justified in finding, and may be 
trusted to find, that the trade or manufacture so carried on in that locality is not a 
private or actionahlr w r ~ n g . ~ '  

The persistence of the locality rule in the decided cases cannot easily be 
squared with a pure theory of corrective justice, where the entire s t ratem of 
inquiry is to look at  the conduct of the two disputants in isolation and to 
rebuff any efforts to allow their rights to be influenced, let alone determined, 
by the conduct or needs of third parties. Thus, a full-fledged system of strict 
liability for accidental injuries does not allow a suit between A and B to be 
influenced by what C did to either of them. The locality rule, far  from 
isolating the defendant's conduct from its environn~ent, consciously evalu- 
ates its actionability in relationship to its surrounding circumstances. I t  
thereby excuses certain invasions solely on the ground that other persons 

Note that Coase, in commenting upon thecase, is not troubled by the reduction in thedamages 
awarded because he does not hgin from a corrective justice basis. Sre Coase, supra note 29, at 23. 

81 Sturges v .  Bridgman, I 1  Ch. D. 852. 865 (1879). For a similar cxl~ression of the same 
position, see Campbell v .  Seaman. 6.3 N.Y. 568. 577 (1876): "A use of property in one locality 
and under some circumstances may be lawful and rrasonahle, which, undrr other circum- 
stances, would Lx. unlawful, unreasonable and a nuisance." 
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with sufficient frequency have committed like wrongs against other persons 
in the plaintiffs position. I t  is as though A could be excused for running over 
B because C has done the same to D, or E to F. 

The good sense behind the locality rule can, I believe, be demonstrated by 
looking to the utilitarian constraints upon the basic theory of corrective 
justice. Clearly there are acute problems of transaction costs before disputes 
arise and of administrative costs thereafter. There are too many parties and 
too many discrete nuisances for either set of costs to be kept under control. 
With these nuisances, the special concern is that the level of harm is greater 
than that involved in the live and let live situation and may be quite substan- 
tial. The pressure therefore increases upon the last condition-that of im- 
plicit in-kind compensation. Notwithstanding, the uniformity of activities 
throughout any given area makes it highly likely that benefits obtained by 
having each person inflict limited nuisances upon the others will more than 
offset the losses sustained from having to tolerate the nuisances inflicted by 
others. This last point applies with obvious force to those parties in any 
given locality who are engaged in the same or similar activities. And it takes 
little imagination to extend it as well to persons whose welfare and success is 
dependent upon the continuation of the nuisance-like activity-think only of 
the restaurant which caters to workers within an industrial district.s2 

The most problematic application of the locality rule arises (as our general 
discussion of utilitarian constraints indicates) when the land use is not uni- 
form within a given region. A hypothetical situation discussed by the court 
in Stzrrges v. Bridgman illustrates the general problem: "for a man might 
ge-say into the midst of the tanneries of Bermondsey or into any other 
locality devoted to a particular trade or  manufacture of a noisy or unsavoury 
character, and, by building a private residence upon a vacant piece of land, 
put a stop to such manufacture a l t ~ g e t h e r . " ~ ~  The theory of pure corrective 
justice indeed demands just that result, for the combined efforts of all the 
people in the world, minus one, are not sufficient to deprive that single 
person of his vested rights. As the court in Stwgrs  suggests, it is a result too 
unpleasant and counterintuitive to contemplate. 

One might try to blunt the force of the example by claiming that this 
landowner is entitled only to damages and not to an injunction, the theory 
being that injunctions are a form of discretionary relief. Yet that argument 
underestimates the impact of damages and in any event surely places too 

8 2  See,r.g., theeminentdomaincase, McCoy v. UnionE1evatedR.R. Co., 247 U.S. 354(1918). 
Then the plaintiff owned a hotel that abutted a major business street upon which the City of 
Chicago erected elevated tracks. In passing on the plaintiff's eminent domain claim the court said 
that the "special benefit" arising from the increase in travel was a proper offset to any compensation 
award payable to the plaintiff. Again the implied logic of eminent domain cases echoes that of 
nuisance cases. See note 66 supra. 

R'  Sturges v. Bridgman (18791 11 Ch. D. 852. 865. 
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much weight on the word "discretionary." Injunctions are denied only for 
very strong reasons-where the harm inflicted by one (or several defendants) 
is substantial in extent. T o  escape the difficulties posed by the hypothetical 
case, therefore, it is necessary to show that utilitarian constraints are 
sufficiently powerful to dominate the situation. The first clue is that the 
owner of the vacant land is denied only some use, and not all use what- 
soever. Even without that preferred use of the land, the land may still be 
sold. Its market price will no doubt be reduced because the land is encum- 
bered with a judicially created easement that subjects it to a fair-sized nui- 
sance. Yet by the same token its price will be increased because the owner is 
entitled to inflict nuisances of similar dimensions upon his neighbors. Given 
that the intensity of single use within a given region is apt  to increase the 
land values of all concerned, the landowner will receive implicit compensa- 
tion for the losses that he has suffered as part of the sale price for the land. 
Indeed the very certainty of the locality rule itself works to reduce the size of 
potential dislocations. By defining the property rights between neighbors 
with sufficient precision, the rule makes it unlikely that any person will buy 
land in heavily industrialized regions with the idea of using it  for residential 
property. 

By no means, however, does the rule itself confer a blanket immunity 
from nuisance actions. If one person creates a substantial nuisance towards 
his neighbor when measured against the normal background interferences 
within the locale, the locality rule provides no defense. The point was well 
put by Cozens Hardy, L. J. in R~rslznzur v. Pols~re G Alliuri L t d .  

[It was contended] that  a person living in a district specially tlevotcd to a particular 
trade cannot complain of any nuisance by noise caused I,. the carv ing  on of any 
branch of that tradc without carelessnrss and in a rcasonahle manner. I cannot assent 
to this argument. A resident in such a neighhorhood must put up with a certain 
amount of noise. The standard of comfort differs according to the situation of the 
property and the class of people who inhabit it. . . . Rut whatevrr the standard of 
comfort in a particular district may be, I think that addition of a fresh noise caused 
by the defendant's works may he so suhstan!ial as to cause a legal nuisance. It does 
not follow that because I live, say, in the manufacturing part of Sheffield I cannot 
complain if a steam-hammer is introduced next door, and so worked as to render 
sleep a t  night almost impossible, although p r e ~ i o u s  to its introduction my house was 
a reasonably comfortable abode, having regard to the local standard; and it would be 
no answer to say that the steam-hammer is of the most modern appn)ved pattern and 
is reasonably worked. In short, . . . it is no answer to say that the neighhorhood is 
noisy, and that the defendant's machinery is of first-cla5s character.'" 

84 Rushmerv. Polsue& Alfieri, Limited(190611 Ch. 234,250-Sl.aff'd(1907)A.C. 121. Seealso 
Collsv. Homeand Colonial Stores1 19041A.C. 179, 185: "Adwpllerin towns cannotexpect to have 
pure air, as free from smoke, smrll, and noise as if he lived in the country . . . and yet an excess 
of smoke, smell, and noise mav givp a cause of action, but in each of such cases it becomes a 
question of depree. . . ." 
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emitted gasses of "sulphuretted hydrogen" that blackened the plaintiff's 
mats. On the one hand, the plaintiff was engaged in a "delicate" trade; on 
the other, the defendent's gasses were both "offensive" and "noxious." Here 
the rejection of the extrasensitivity defense is indeed proper, because the 
substantiality of the original invasion (over the background level) is L ufficiently high to displace the utilitarian constraints. 

The more difficult part of the analysis concerns low-level invasions that 
produce extensive harms. Judging the situation by the substantial resulting 
harm, it is surely defensible to apply corrective justice principles alone. Yet 
the unmistakable tendency in the cases is to treat the plaintiff's extrasensitiv- 
ity as  a complete defense. Thus in Robinson 21. t i i lwrtnR heat from the 
defendant's fireplace, when used in an ordinary manner, passed into the 
plaintiffs premises where it prematurely dried out the brown paper the 
plaintiff was processing. The court refused to allow damages or an injunc- 
tion, expressly distinguishing Cooke v. Forbes on the ground that "there is a 
very broad difference between poisoning the atmosphere with sulphuretted 
hydrogen and doing something not in itself noxious, and which makes the 
neighbouring property no worse for any of the ordinary purposes of trade."s9 
Likewise in the important Oregon rase of Anzphitk~ate~s,  I n ( .  21 Portland 
Mradows9' the light from the defendant's race track was cast onto the screen 
of the plaintiffs drive-in theater. Even though the light's intensity on the 
screen was no greater than that of the full moon on a clear night, it reduced 
the visibility of the picture. The court denied the plaintiff any relief, and a 
commentator noted that the cases "warrant the generalization that if the 
intensity of light shining from adjoining land is strong enough to seriously 
disturb a person of ordinary sensitivities, or interfere with an occupation 
which is no more than ordinarily susceptible to light, it is a nuisance; if  not, 
there is no cause of action. The court will not afford protertion to hypersensi- 
tive individuals or industries.""' 

These extrasensitivity cases present the most difficult challenge to the 
proposed integration of rorrective justice and utilitarian ronstraints. The 
level of damage tolerated under the extrasensitivity rule is far greater than 
that tolerated under either live and let live or the locality rule, and few 
extrasensitivity cases involve the prospect of frequent reciprocal harms that 
even out costs and benefits over the long run. In the end therefore it is 
tempting to say that the extrasensitivity defense may rest upon the belief that 
the efficiency losses of the corrective justice position are simply too great in 

41 C h  D. 8R (1889). 

Id.  at 9 6 .  
PO 184 Ore. .1.16. 198 I'2d 817 (1948). The case contains a full set of ritatim-. Imth English 

and American 

9' 5 A . L . R .  2d 705, 706 (1939) .  
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this narrow context, even when qualified by utilitarian constraints. That  
point is of course reinforced by the obvious fear that the very sensitive 
condition of the plai~rtiff will create intolerable limitations upon the freedom 
of actions of atkcrs, especially in light of the minimum level of the original 
invasior~. The efficiencv argument mav not. however, be decisive, given that . L . , 

the costs to neighbors may not be very great. Both Robinson and Am- ! phithea!eu inrolve cases of one-on-one harms. In both the defendant knew 1 (or had easy means of knowledge) of the need for action and had the means 
' to do so cheaply and effectively. In Robinson the defendant could have 

installed insulation around the fireplace; in Amphitlzeaters the defendant 
I could have erected barriers to block the light. The efficiency arguments are 

thus plausible, but not necessarily decisive. 

from the mas- 

: opening a package s e h  off a bomb inside." They are surely more persuasive 
where the physical invasion consists not of actual physiral contart but of 
small amounts of heat or light. 

The implicit denial of causal connection in nuisance cases, moreover, is 
further borne out by the relationship between the plaintiff's extrasensitive 
condition and the defendant's possible malice. If extrasensitivity were re- 
garded as an affirmative defense in low-level nuisance cases, then it could be 
overcome upon a showing of defendant's malice. That  malice in turn is 2/ 
presumptively established where the M d a n t  ksew the plaintiff's condi- 
tion and with hostile intent chose to act in a manner that harmed it. Where, 
however, the defendant wins because of a (presumed) absence of a causal 
connection between the defendant's act and the plaintiff's injury, then 
malice remains immaterial to the case. No allegation of defendant's mental 
state can repair a weakness in rausal connection, by converting a n  indepen- 
dent event into a consequence of defendant's behavior."' 

The famous and  difficult case of Rodgers 11 .  Elliotq5 suggest7 that courts 
have implicitly adopted the strict causal view of this problem. The plaintiff, 
while convalescing from a traumatic experience, sent a messenger to the 
defendant's church asking the warden not to ring the bells on Sunday as he 
usually did, specifically mentioning the plaintiffs susceptibility to convul- 

P2 Williamson i.. Uennctt, 251 N.C. 498, 112 S.E.2d 48 (1960)  

P'Nitro-glycerine Cxsc. X 2  U.S. ( 1 5  Wall 524 (1872) .  
See Epstrin. I n l c r ~ l i o ~ ~ a l  I larrns,  srtpra notc  8.  at 4.1.1-41. 

*' 146 Maqs .13O. 1 i N K  76s  llX8RI. 
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sions. With a broad hint of malice, the bells were rung and the convulsions 
followed. The plaintiffs claim for damages was denied by the court. Putting 
aside the sensible objection that  the church bells were a nuisance of sufficient 
magnitude even to ordinary individuals close by, the denial of relief, clearly 
motivated by t h e m c e r n  that a single sensitive individual CQ& control the 
activities of all around h i m , w n d e d  adopting the position that 
thPplaintiff's convulsions should not be treated as a consequence of a low- 
level invasion. 

The position of Rodgers v. Elliot has been adopted in a recent Massachu- 
setts decision9b where, in denying relief to an extrasensitive plaintiff who 
sued the defendant for casting light onto his land, it was observed: "this 
[plaintiffs] argument assumes that the defendant's knowledge of the plain- 
tiffs sensitivity to harm, without more, imposes a duty on the defendant to 
avoid the use of his property which will cause that harm. This is not the 
law."97 The argument here is exactly the same as that which says that the 
defendant's knowledge of the plaintiffs helpless peril is not sufficient to raise 
a n  obligation to rescue. The parallel is not as exact on one level because there 
is no invasion in the good Samaritan case and a clear invasion in the case of 
noise and light. Yet once "live and let live" removes these cases from the list 
of "legal" invasions, the parallel between the two cases becomes exact. The 
problem of low-level invasions that is of special importance in nuisance cases 
arises in other parts of the tort law, and throughout it receives the same 
uneasy response. The case law is far from ideal, but it represents, on bal- 
ance, the best that we can do. 

3 .  Expanding Nuisanc-r Law 

The previous discussion has shown how utilitarian constraints have 
worked to remove from the legal system some physical invasions that are in 
principle actionable under the nuisance principles of corrective justice. This 
section deals with the converse situation, where the same utilitarian con- 
straints support the creation of nuisance-like actions even in the complete 
absence of a physical invasion. The recognition of new causes of action raises 
fresh difficulties because these actions will not decrease, but increase, the 
administrative costs of the legal system. Nonetheless, in certain well-defined 
circumstances the increase in mutual benefits to all concerned justifies those 
greater administrative costs. 

a .  Lateral support. Making certain forms of noninvasive conduct action- 
able within the nuisance context can make good sense. An example is the 

""ynn Open Air Theatre. Inc. v .  Sea Crest Cadillac-Pontiac. Inc . ,  I Mass. A p p  Ct. 186, 
293 N . E . 2 d  4 7 3  (19731. 

"' Id. at 188, 293 N . E . 2 d  at 4 7 4 .  

tute a physical invasion of a neighbor's land. Without an affirmative duty of 
support, the plaintiffs loss, no matter how serious, must be borne alone. All 
manner of transactions might create necessary duties, but these will in prac- 
tice be frustrated by the need to negotiate a large number of complicated 
individual agreements whose particulars will be difficult to determine, given 
the obvious uncertainties as to the intentions and needs of all the interested 
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duty of lateral support between neighboring  landowner^.^^ Here the mutual 
dependence among neighbors is apparent, because excavation on A's land 
creates the serious danger that B's nearby land will either cave in or erode 
away. Yet the classical corrective justice theory provides no action under 
these circumstances, slnce the digg~ng up of one's own soil does not consti- 

parties. 
The crucial question in these circumstances is to determine the appropri- 

ate measure of support, given that one essential condition for the creation of 
the new cause of action is that it not work an implicit redistribution of 
wealth between parties. Here in manner (happily) consistent with the gen- 
eral theory, the law makes the fundamental distinction between land in its 
natural state and improved land. The judicial duty of support only extends 
to unimproved land: no owner is allowed to undermine the support of neigh- 
boring land. In the interests of simplicity, the primary obligation falls upon 
the adjoining landowner, but if that land in its natural state is not sufficient 
to support the plaintiffs land, then like duties are imposed on thore remote 
parties.99 This limitation upon the duty of support makes it unlikely that the 
implied reciprocal easements will work any dramatic shift in wealth, as 
virtually all neighbors will be better off by sharing the benefits and  burdens 
in roughly equal proportion. And given that the duties are expressed in strict 
and not negligence terms, the only issue of importance in litigation will be 
causation, a question that can in most cases be resolved a t  a reasonable cost, 
particularly since it involves mainly physical issues (e .g. .  why did the land 
shift) which are most amenable to judicial scrutiny and evaluation. 

The second half of the distinction concerns the possible support obliga- 
tions with respect to structures and improvements placed upon the neigh- 

98 See generally 50 A . L  K 386 ( 1 9 2 7 ) .  59 A.I. K .  1252 ( 1 9 2 9 ) .  
9v See,t-.g., Corporation of Hirminphamv. Allen. L . R .  6 Ch. D. 283 .  2 X 4 ( ( ' . A .  18;i). where 

Jessel, M. R. said: "NOH.. what is the right of the adjoining owner? As I raid Ix.fort., it is to the 
support of his land in its natural s tatesupport  by whom? The Judges have raid, 'Support by his 
neighbour.' What does that mean? Who is his neighhour? It was contendrd tllal all the landowners 
inEngland, however distant, were neighhours for this purpose if their operations in any remote 
degreeinjuredthe land. Butsurely that cannot be tlie meanin~of i t .  Tl~eneighl~our~n~landowncrto 
me forthis purpose niust be theownerof that portion of land, whethera widcrornarrowerstrip of 
land, theexistenceof which in its natural stateisnecessa~forlhesup~~ortof m y a n d .  Aslongas that 
land remainsin its naturalstate, and itsupports my land,] havenorighb beyondit, and thereforeit 
seems to me that he is my neighbour for this purpose." This rigid progression establishes a set of 
priorities that eliminate most joint causation questions. 
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builds on his own land. Yet recognition of the more comprehensive duty of 
support could result in the unhappy situation whereby the intensive and 
early development of B's land will deprive A of any opportunity (short of 
buying out B)  of making like use of his own property. As with views, light, 
and coming to the nuisance situations, B's claim is unacceptable because it 
abridges his neighbor's rights without compensation, whether implicit or 
explicit. 

Nonetheless, the problem is ripe for a more focused judicial intervention. 
The other extreme, with its utter absence of any obligations with respect to 
neighboring structures, foreshadows potentially disastrous consequences 
both to the immediate neighbors and to innocent third parties. T o  escape 
these consequences, the common law courts have hit upon an ingenious but 
simple solution, well within their regulatory capabilities. Any party intend- 
ing to build must give reasonable notice to any neighbor of his proposed 
construction, when there is reasonable cause to believe that the construction 
will threaten the improvements that are already in place. And in similar vein 
the neighbor must then be allowed some reasonable time in order to shore up 
his own improvements, or in the alternative, to purchase special rights of 
support. Whereas support obligations themselves are much too onerous, 
notice obligations, which minimize conflict and facilitate consensual agree- 
ments, are not. The common law solution reached is consistent with the 
basic theoretical structure urged in this article, and shows how the scheme 
can be sensibly, if cautiously, extended to noninvasive conduct. 

b. Noninvasive nuisances reconsidered. The use of utilitarian consid- 
erations to create the cause of action in the case of lateral support makes it 
desirable to reexamine the previous conclusion, reached on corrective justice 
grounds alone, that noninvasive nuisances are never actionable. With both 
views and light, utilitarian constraints do not control. First, there is little 
likelihood that overall utility will be increased if implied easements of light 
and view are created by judicial means. Although sometimes imposed by 
consensual agreement, in most situations these covenants are nowhere to be 
found. Judicial imposition of special easements might eliminate the need for 
some voluntary transactions, but on balance it would create the need for 
many additional others. Second, the administrative costs of the system could 
be increased by the addition of further causes of action, particularly since the 
content of the new easements would be indefinite in the highest degree. And, 
finally, the shifts in values between neighboring landowners would in both 
cases be very substantial and very unsystematic, depending upon such vari- 
ables as the location, shape, and use of each particular plot. 

bors' lands. Here an unqualified obligation of additional support will in fact 
be unacceptable because of the substantial redistribution of wealth that it 
can work among neighbors. By virtue of the invasion requirement, A has no : 
control, or right of control, over the nature and type of structures that B 
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Let it be supposed, for example, that the successful use of solar energy 
I;? requires the creation of easements of light. The easements that  must be 
& created will vary in extent and importance as a function of the special 

situations of the parties that they burden and serve. There is, moreover, little 
likelihood that  each party so burdened can expect to recover benefits in 
rough measure equal to the values that they have been forced to surrender. 
The overall importance of such elements may be a concern of national 
energy policy, but, if so, full attention must be focused upon the individ- 
ualized consequences of any collective decision. Collective need may justify 
the rearrangement of property rights, but not without compensation. 

The corrective justice approach to light and views is more powerfully 
challenged in cases of spite fences. The  motive test (whatever its weakness) 
has an apparent dual advantage: it avoids the open-ended and explicit com- 
parisons of costs and benefits that are  everywhere the bane of the legal 
system; and it removes the need to make specific collective determinations 
about height, shape, color, and the like, which are again difficult to generate 
through common law decisions. Yet this approach requires a costly inquiry 
into motive and tends to break down where both "legitimate" and  "illegiti- 
mate" desires lie behind a single act. Matters of new fences, height restric- 
tions, and roof antennas cannot for the most part be handled through gross 
tests that concentrate more on motive and less upon conduct and appear- 
ance. The  widespread use of planned unit developments and  the myriad 
restrictions that they contain are both evidence of the degree to which the 
common law of nuisance with its simple invasion tests cannot approximate 
the "efficient" distribution of rights between neighbors. Organized covenants 
are of course not practicable in established neighborhoods, however valu- 
able in new tract developments. Making spite fences private nuisances by 
judicial decision or legislative enactmentloo may pick up the slack in some 
cases, but it  will surely complicate matters in many others. I remain suspi- 
cious of the modern trend that makes these fences actionable but recognize 
that nothing in the logic of the situation can make the case for liability 
disappear. Again the clash between corrective justice and its utilitarian 
constraints leads to irreducible uncertainty a t  the margin. 

The aesthetic nuisance cases are  further evidence of this tension. It takes 
little imagination to conceive of cases in which some restraint upon singular 
ugliness is much wanted. It  taxes common law methods greatly to identify 
those cases in fact. It  may well be that a prohibition against obscene 
billboards in residential areas will prove both workable and sensible, if only 
because the sanctions will rarely have to be imposed. T h e  myriad of other 
aesthetic cases are  not nearly as amenable to common law rule. It  could well 

loo A statute which allowed landowners the absolute privilege toerect fences six feet high, but 
which pmhibitedspite fences inexcessof thatheight wassustainedagainstconstitutional challenge 
in Rideout v.  Knox. 148 Mass 368. 19 N . E .  390 (1889). 
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be argued that restrictions upon the size and placement of signs in a busy 
downtown district would offer net benefits to all regulated shopkeepers. A 
sensible system would work to increase the visibility of all signs; to improve 
the light and appearance of the area; and to prevent by law any individual 
shopkeeper from capturing the benefit of neighborly restraint by erecting his 
own large sign. Such schemes for aesthetic control can be developed and 
they d o  make sense given utilitarian constraints. But common law judges 
cannot by private actions deal with the complicated interplay among the 
various interested parties. The responsible concern with utilitarian con- 
straints mandates a move towards direct statutory and regulatory controls. 
Although subject to frequent abuse, in a number of cases these restrictions 
can be a useful alternative to common law nuisance actions. 

There is last the question of whether utilitarian constraints require some 
revision of the coming to the nuisance rules. As will be recalled, the pure 
corrective justice approach disregards all temporal elements. It thus allows 
the plaintiff both to build expensive structures of his own and to enjoin 
the continuation of the defendant's nuisance, no matter what the net dis- 
locations created by the plaintiff's new projects. Ways of controlling this 
problem are legion. One possibility restricts the plaintiff to damages for the 
diminution in land value because of the defendant's nuisance. In effect the 
rule allows the plaintiff a full recovery without first having to make dubious 
improvements upon his own land. I t  involves a forced exchange of a prop- 
erty interest for money, but not the exchange of a n  interest for a n  interest. 
Yet this rule does not take into account the possibility that the conflict 
between land use will emerge as the plaintiff's construction progresses, and it 
allows the defendant in all cases to force the plaintiff into litigation over the 
level of compensation required. Another approach is therefore to allow the 
construction to go to completion but to deny, delay, o r  condition the injunc- 
tions that might otherwise be automatically available to him. Such an ap- 
proach is in fact followed by many courts,lO' and while it has all the advan- 
tages of discretion it has all the familiar sliortcomings of unpredictability. 
These problems in the end are, in all likelihood, unavoidable. A theory of 
rights may have powerful and unique solutions to the liability question, but 
the law of remedies will never have a hard-edged and rigorous structure, 
given its dual concern with both corrective justice and wealth maximization. 

IV. THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE PRIVATE MODEL 

The last and shortest part of this paper deals with the disintegration of 
private law mechanisms for controlling nuisances that occur even when 

l o '  See, e.g., Ensign v Walls, 323 Mich. 49, 34 N.W.2d 549(1948): Pendoley v Ferreira, 345 
Mas5 309, 187 N.F..Zd (1963); Annot.. 42 A.L.R 2d 344 (1972) .  
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utilitarian constraints are superimposed upon the basic corrective justice 
framework. In particular, the simple manipulation of the rules of private 
actions becomes progressively more incapable of accomplishing two desir- 
able ends: (1) to limit activities that in the aggregate are far more harmful than 
beneficial; (2) to create a set of implied restrictions that equalize the benefits 
and burdens on subject individuals. When these conditions occur direct 
public regulation is the only possible way both to reduce harmful outputs 
and to equalize treatment across individual cases. 

We can sketch only in very broad form the progression from nuisance to 
public regulation, showing the interplay between corrective justice and 
utilitarian principles. Two different cases, both previouslv encountered, il- 
lustrate the inadequacy of any system of private remedies. The first involves 
obstruction of public highways, and the second the problem of air pollution. 
Despite their obvious differences in subject matter, both cases share com- 
mon features that can bc incorporated into the general analysis. 

A. Highway Cusps 

Let us return first to those frequent cases where the defendant obstructs a 
public highway, thereby creating a public nuisance. The plaintiff's damages 
may consist in physical harm or  solely in the delay and inconvenience in 
travel. As a matter of corrective justice, damages under both heads are 
recoverable. The initial distribution of property rights is established in favor 
of the plaintiff, because the highway is defined as a place over which all 
persons have, within the rules of the road, the right to travel without inter- 
ference or hindrance from others. The blocking of that right-of-way counts, 
therefore, as an invasion of plaintiffs right for which damages are prima 
facie appropriate. As a matter of corrective justice, the magnitude and na- 
ture of the plaintiff's loss affects the amount of recovery but not the basic 
cause of action. Corrective justice principles yield, however, in the case of 
low-level injuries involving reciprocal harms, where the offsets between 
parties prevent any  major shift of wealth. The essence of this position is well 
captured in the traditional legal distinction between general and special 
damages. General damages are those suffered by the traveling public gener- 
ally (i.e., in most cases) while special damages are those which are peculiar 
to one or  a small group of individuals. The point of the distinction is, of 
course, that individualized remedies are inappropriate where the harms in 
question are both widely distributed and of a low level. but not otherwise. 
The ideal case for noncompensation on this \iew is that of traffic delays. At 
the opposite extreme lies the case of physical injury to an individual traveler. 
The persistent demand is to identify in approximate terms a sensible middle 
ground. 
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Consider only two fact patterns. The first involves an obstruction created 
by the defendant which forces a bus carrying children off the public high- 
way. The magnitude of individual injuries and the number of claims call for 
the unqualified application of corrective justice principles, as much as when 
the defendant rams the children's bus. The second, and borderline, case 
involves a plaintiff who is blocked from entering his own land by the defen- 
dant's obstruction upon the public highway. If physical injury marks the line 
between general and special damages, the nuisance is not actionable. Long 
ago, however, the alternative view was adopted because "plaintiff had more 
convenience by this highway than any other person had, and so when he is 
stopped he suffers more damage because he has no way to go to his close."102 
These damages are not widely diffused and they do appear to rise above the 
level of background damages for which the live and let live rule is appropri- 
ate. The case could be argued the other way, but without any major effect on 
the overall strategy. The crucial issue is not the correct resolution of all 
intermediate cases, but the clear sense of where and why the difficult cases 
tend to arise. 

Thus far we have not ventured beyond the previous two levels of analysis. 
A closer look a t  cases of highway delay shows that conditions for applying 
utilitarian constraints upon the corrective justice theory are indeed by no 
means satisfied. Unlike the usual cases of live and let live, it is doubtful 
whether all parties concerned are better off if traffic delays occur without 
legal sanction. The party causing the inconvenience will have an incentive to 
take into account only his own delays, but not those of others. Likewise, 
there is no real confidence that all persons have an equal likelihood of being 
victims or perpetrators of the admitted wrong. Older, poorly maintained 
cars are much more likely to break down than newer ones; careless drivers 
are apt  to have more accidents than careful ones; and heavy trucks may 
cause greater disruption than cars. I t  follows therefore that the dominant 
reason for denying individual remedies is the administrative costs associated 
with their prosecution. Yet the complete abandonment of the compensation 
ideal carries with it  the unfortunate consequence, not that aggrieved parties 
will not collect trivial sums, but that injuring parties will not pay substantial 
ones. When private remedies are enforceable, incentive issues take care of 
themselves, as damages paid on individual claims provide signals that work 
to deter future wrongs by others. When administrative reasons call for the 
abrogation of private actions, the incentive arguments then assume an inde- 
pendent role, lest the wrongdoers need not pay anyone a t  all. I t  therefore 
becomes appropriate to institute fines or other public controls in highway 
cases in order to create some inducement to avoid the tie-ups which cause the 

lo' Anon., Y .B .  Mich. 27 Hen. 8, 1. 2 7 ,  pl. 10(1535), as translated in Fifoot, supra note 3. 

very damages that in principle, if not in practice, should be actionable in 
private suits. The public a t  large benefits because fines and direct regulations 
reduce the likelihood of tie-ups; and prevention of repeated wrongs is worth 
more than trivial compensation for actual, if occasional, ones. The public 
also benefits because the fines help defray costs of administering the regula- 
tory system. By the same token, the individual offender cannot complain 
because, even though burdened with a fine, he is spared the costs of a host of 
individual law suits for which he should in principle answer. 

Corrective justice is, therefore, attenuated in a regulatory system. Yet 
even with a major institutional transformation, several points remain. First, 
corrective justice principles still help us decide who is a wrongdoer and who 
is an innocent driver. Even if it were in principle possible to pay bounties to 
those who did not block traffic ( a  realistic alternative with respect to single- 
source polluters), that course is not appropriate for moral reasons. The  real 
question is the choice of remedies to be applied to highway accidents. Here it 
is difficult to make any hard and fast judgments. In the private law of 
nuisance, identifying invasions of a n  individual right has far greater intellec- 
tual rigor than the selection of the proper remedy once the invasion is iden- 
tified. Such is the lesson of the coming to the nuisance question. The  same 
dichotomy appears in the public context. Fines are the public analogue to 
damages; various restrictions upon entrance and use of the public highways 
are the analogues to various types of injunctions. In the private context no 
simple rule allows an automatic choice between one remedy and the other; 
so, too, in the public context some mix between damages and other forms of 
specific relief are doubtless required. Corrective justice arguments identify 
the wrongdoer; utilitarian constraints give some clue as to the nature and 
object of the public remedies. By its mix of fines and direct public controls, 
the system itself will aim only to reduce the inconveniences and  the delays 
to an acceptable level, rlol to eliminate them in their entirety. The  lesson of 
the live and let live rule is that it is simply too costly for all concerned to have 
a zero level of interference: low-level reciprocal harms should be tolerated in 
the public, as in the private, context. Likewise, the private law treatment of 
extrasensitive plaintiffs suggests that no system of public control should hope 
to accommodate the needs and desires of those whose preferences are a t  wide 
variance from the large bulk of the population. 

B. A i r  Pollrrtion 

A similar analysis applies to the case of air pollution. Ever?; automobile, 
for example, creates a nuisance by the emission of smoke and other pollut- 
ants; yet it is inconceivable for practical reasons to entertain the prospect of 
systematic redress for each violation of individual rights. Nonetheless with- 
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sances. It  is to determine which set of public and private remedies will 
control the situation without creating the symmetrical error of overregula- 
tion of near harmless activities. Again the choice is among direct emissions 
controls, taxes, quotas, impact statements, and  any other device that legal 
and technical minds might devise. And again reduction to low levels, not 
total elimination, is all that is required. The need for rough cost-benefit 
calculations becomes ever more insistent even as the problems to which they 
are addressed become ever more difficult. Against the backdrop, the lan- 
guage of absolute rights is muted but not forgotten. As in the other cases the 
progression from corrective justice to public regulation need not be seen as a 
set of haphazard steps not governed by any clearly discernible principles. It 
is possible, both in the pollution cases and in the others that we have consid- 
ered, to trace the heritage of private law concepts into problems which, 
solely because of their bulk and unwieldiness, have become the proper s u b  
ject of the public law. 
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out some form of pollution control, the aggregate level of emissions will in 
most environments exceed the levels which most individuals regard as a p  
propriate. Half of  the live and let live maxim is satisfied in that most persons 
who cause air pollution suffer from it. Yet, unlike the usual live and let live 
situation, the damages that each inflict quickly become greater than the 
benefits that each receives Public regulation is justified therefore not be- f 

cause we have invented a new form of wrong which was not cognizable as a 
matter of private law It is justified because all private remedies are inade- 

a quate for the protection of admitted private rights, given the administrative 
complications that they spawn, even after taking into account the utilitarian 
constraints. The real challenge is not to identify pollution as a wrong: sych is, 
already done by the corrective justice principles of the ~ r i v a t e  law of m i -  , 

1 JTILITARIANISM, ECONOMICS, A N D  
LEGAL THEORY 
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~ O N D t h e  sc$erest critics of the use of economic theory to explain and 
sometimes to 6 s t i f y  the principles of torts, contracts, restitution, and other 
fields of Anglo-American judge-made law' are those who attack the eco- 
nomic underpinnings of the theory as a version of ut i l i tar iani~m.~ Their proce- 
dure is first to equate economics with utilitarianism and then to attack 
utilitarianism. Whether they follow this procedure because they are more 
comfortable with the terminology of philosophy than with that of the social 
sciences or because they want to exploit the current tide of philosophical 
hostility to utilitarianism3 is of no moment. The important question is 
whether utilitarianism and economics are really the same thing. I believe 
they aie not and,  further, that the economic norm I shall call "wealth 
maximization" provides a firmer basis for a normative theory of law than 
does utilitarianism This paper develops these propositions 

Part I addresses several preliminary issues, including the distinction be- 
tween positive and normative analysis (and, within the latter category, be- 
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